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Abstract
Electrification in the rural areas sometimes become very challenging due to area accessibility and
economic concern. Standalone Microgrids (MGs) play a very crucial role in these kinds of a rural area
where a large power grid is not available. The intermittent nature of distributed energy sources and the
load uncertainties can create a power mismatch and can lead to frequency and voltage drop in rural isolated
community MG. In order to avoid this, various intelligent load shedding techniques, installation of micro
storage systems and coupling of neighbouring MGs can be adopted. Among these, the coupling of
neighbouring MGs is the most feasible in the rural area where large grid power is not available. The
interconnection of neighbouring MGs has raised concerns about the safety of operation, protection of
critical infrastructure, the efficiency of power-sharing and most importantly, stable mode of operation.
Many advanced control techniques have been proposed to enhance the load sharing and stability of
the microgrid. Droop control is the most commonly used control technique for parallel operation of
converters in order to share the load among the MGs. But most of them are in the presence of large grid
power, where system voltage and frequency are controlled by the stiff grid. In a rural area, where grid
power is not available, the frequency and voltage control become a fundamental issue to be addressed.
Moreover, for accurate load sharing a high value of droop gain should be chosen as the R/X ratio of the
rural network is very high, which makes the system unstable. Therefore, the choice of droop gains is often
a trade-off between power-sharing and stability. In the context, the main focus of this PhD thesis is the
fundamental investigations into control techniques of inverter-based standalone neighbouring microgrids
for available power sharing. It aims to develop new and improved control techniques to enhance
performance and power-sharing reliability of remote standalone Microgrids.
In this thesis, a power management-based droop control is proposed for accurate power sharing
according to the power availability in a particular MG. Inverters can have different power setpoints during
the grid-connected mode, but in the standalone mode, they all need their power setpoints to be adjusted
according to their power ratings. On the basis of this, a power management-based droop control strategy
is developed to achieve the power-sharing among the neighbouring microgrids. The proposed method
helps the MG inverters to share the power according to its ratings and availability, which does not restrict
the inverters for equal power-sharing.
The paralleled inverters in coupled MGs need to work in both interconnected mode and standalone
mode and should be able to transfer between modes seamlessly. An enhanced droop control is proposed
to maintain the frequency and voltage of the MGs to their nominal value, which also helps the neighbouring
MGs for seamless (de)coupling. This thesis also presents a mathematical model of the interconnected
neighbouring microgrid for stability and robustness analysis. Finally, a laboratory prototype model of two
MGs is developed to test the effectiveness of the proposed control strategies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Background
Renewable energy resources will constitute the backbone of the sustainable energy
systems of the future and, due to their different characteristics and dependence on climate
and geography, they will be scattered throughout host power systems. Most of them must
be interfaced with the host grids via power electronic converters. Climate change issues
and security of supply have been the driving force for significant changes in electricity
generation and consumption.
The penetration level of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) (like Solar Photovoltaic
(SPV), wind, fuel cells, micro-hydro etc.) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles is
increasing day by day, and the requirements of community-based microgrids in a rural
area or in a commercial building is also becoming a new trend in modern electricity
markets. According to the Ireland Government Climate Action Plan 2019 [1], 70% of
the total electricity should be generated from the renewables by 2030. In order to achieve
that the government planned to increase the number of sustainable energy communities
to 1500.
A Microgrid (MG) is a combination of DERs with electrical storage (battery, diesel
generator etc.), operating as a coordinated system, is able to function in parallel with the
main utility grid or in island mode. As of 2019, 3,869 microgrids or 60.8 GW of total
microgrid capacity have been either planned, proposed, under construction or in
operation, worldwide [2], [3]. Greentech and other media houses predicted the capacity
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of community microgrids in the United States will increase from 3.2 to 6.5 GW in 20172027, which will involve an investment of $12.5B [4]–[6].
Amongst Renewable Energy Sources (RESs), small to large scale installations of SPV
plants have been developed in the last few years all over the world. The European
Commission established a motivating goal that 20% of primary energy should be
generated by using RESs by 2020 and 27% by 2030 and this target needs to be
implemented in all member countries [7]. According to the last report from the
International Energy Agency (IEA-PVPS), the total installed photovoltaic capacity in the
EU exceeded 200 GW at the end of the year 2017. The advantage of using multiple RESs
together like PV-PV, PV-wind, can offer some seasonal and diurnal balancing properties
in relation to the reliability of the system.
The technical requirement for the connection of DER based MGs with the utility grid
is provided in IEEE 1547-2018 standards [8], in order to maintain the stability, reliability
and power balance during any grid-fault or unintentional islanding. The IEEE standard
recommends isolating the DERs from the grid during any grid fault. This approach is
adequate only when there is a proper power balance between the generation and load
demand.
But the electrification of remote and rural areas has always been a significant
challenge due to a variety of constraints such as the area accessibility and economic
factors. The electricity demand in these areas can be supplied with the help of DERs in
an islanded scheme. Thus, the power system of the remote regions can be considered as
a MG that operates in islanded mode. The MGs should be formed such that there is
enough generation capacity in their embedded DERs to meet their local demands. It is to
be noted that a remote area/town can be supplied by several independent MGs, where
2

each may have a different owner (operator), and each is responsible for providing the
load demand of a specific region.
In addition, smaller generators (like small islanded MGs) have economic benefits
such as shorter construction times and transmission lines [9]. The policy and prospective
planning achievements for rural electrification are well discussed in [10], [11]. African
countries such as Uganda or Nepal or India, have their own site-specific requirements
and community microgrids has been developed according to that. Pre-planned rural
islanded electrification is also well discussed in [12]–[14]. The development of such rural
off-grid community microgrids has been well reported by the Canadian Government
[15].
The intermittency of non-dispatchable (e.g., SPV and wind based) DERs in addition
to load uncertainties can lead to an imbalance between the instantaneous power
generation and demand in an isolated MG. Any generation deficiency (overloading) will
lead to a voltage/frequency drop. To address power imbalance problems in isolated MGs,
several solutions provided by researchers and are pointed out below:
 Under frequency/voltage load-shedding [16];
 Utilisation and control of battery energy storage system (BESS) [17];
 Optimal capacity design of dispatchable DERs (e.g., diesel generators) [18];
 Interconnection of the MG to utility [19];
 Coupling of one MG to one/more neighbouring MG(s) [20].
Implementation of intelligent demand response techniques or installation of micro
storage devices like battery, diesel generator or flywheel etc. can provide required power
to avoid this power scarcity. However, load shedding is still necessary if there is not
sufficient power in MG as well. Coupling of neighbouring isolated MGs are economical
and technically more feasible for any power exchange during any contingency. So, under
3

this condition, a microgrid should have sufficient options to operate in grid-connected
mode or in standalone mode. If the microgrid operates in standalone mode, then
overloading can be managed by coupling the microgrid with the neighbouring one. MGs
coupling is introduced in [20] as a solution to proliferate the number of DERs in
distribution networks. Each MG may be supported by one/more of its neighbouring
MG(s) during a power deficiency. This can be achieved by closing the normally open
Interconnecting Static Switch (ISS) which is located between every two adjunct MGs.
Inverter parallel operation is the crucial issue of standalone Coupled Microgrids
(CMG). The objective of the parallel inverter system is to realise the load sharing
between inverters and keep the voltage and frequency stable under different load
conditions and during load variations. Usually, a conventional droop control method is
employed to control the load sharing between the inverters. In a low-voltage static
microgrid, as the distribution feeder is mainly resistive, this droop method is subject to
poor transient (or even poor stability) due to poor decoupling of the real and reactive
power when no additional inductance is present. The intermittent nature of the DERs
(SPV, wind) has also the significant effect on the accuracy of active and reactive power
control during islanding mode due to which an unexpected voltage and frequency drop
may occur. Due to any sudden voltage and frequency drop, the stability of the individual
MG can also deteriorate. Lots of new research has been conducted to overcome these
drawbacks during these uncertain circumstances. The literature review in the following
sections has addressed the pros and cons of different new findings. However, more
research is still necessary to propose an efficient and stable controller to couple the
neighbouring MGs for available power-sharing, and this finding has helped to form the
aims and objectives of present thesis.
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1.2 Aims, objectives and research question
Maintaining generation/demand balance in a power system is a critical task for a
system operator. This requires maintaining a certain level of flexibility in the system,
which forms an inevitable system service requirement. Microgrid can be isolated to
deliver energy to the local communities efficiently, where large power grid back-up is
not economically feasible. Such rural community microgrids are most likely to
experience overloading due to the intermittency of renewable energy sources and load
demand. The research in monitoring and control of rural microgrids has been ongoing
for the last two decades to protect and enhance the critical community infrastructure
during any contingency. In this regard the coupling of isolated neighbouring microgrid
is the way to enhance the power resiliency, stability and sustainability.
This thesis is mainly focused on investigating the operational challenges of two
parallelly connected inverter-based islanded microgrids. In the following, the significant
challenges for coupling the neighbouring microgrids are highlighted:


Share the power between the neighbouring microgrids and as well as
maintaining the voltage and frequency setpoints in the absence of grid power.



Restoration of frequency and voltage to its nominal value for a stable mode of
operation.



Facilitating a seamless reconnection topology between the neighbouring MGs.



Ensuring stability of the coupled system.

To address these challenges, the primary research questions this thesis seeks to
answer are:


How to share the power efficiently among the neighbouring microgrids?
5



How to monitor and control the reference set point of voltage and frequency?



How to ensure the system stability and design a seamless interconnection
topology among the isolated microgrids, where the system has only static
generation?

Thesis Objective
Smart
Community

Power Resilience

Sustainable
Living

Tertiary Monitoring and Control
Smart Management
(Coupling CMGs,)

Breaker Control

Stability Analysis

Secondary Monitoring and Coordination Control
Islanding Detection &
Synchronization

Frequency & Voltage
Restoration

Generation Control

Local/Primary Control and Monitoring
Droop Control

Active and reactive power
control

Load Control

Figure 1.1 The monitoring and control functionalities of Microgrids

To address these research questions, the foremost objectives of the thesis are
summarised as follows:
6



To design a controller for the most efficient coupling of neighbouring MGs
for available power-sharing.



An improved droop control with frequency and voltage restoration that can be
implemented to share the power among community MGs.



A seamless reconnection mechanism among community microgrids should be
established for stable mode of operation.



A mathematical model of the coupled system has to be developed to ensure a
stable mode of operation.

The monitoring and control functionalities have been summarised in Figure 1.1.

1.3 Thesis organization
The thesis has been organised in seven chapters. Chapter 1 presents the introduction
and the motivation of the research. In Chapter 2, a relevant literature survey pertinent to
the research contribution, which is presented in the subsequent chapters.
Chapter 3 introduces the details of the experimental setup of small-scale MGs in order
to verify the efficacy of the proposed controller. A short description of voltage and
current sensor boards and all the controllers used for the implementation is provided in
this section.
In Chapter 4, a load sharing control topology among the neighbouring standalone
static MGs is discussed. This chapter focuses on developing an interconnection scheme,
for connecting neighbouring standalone single-phase AC MGs that have no access to a
utility grid. A power management based droop control strategy is developed in order to
share the power among the neighbouring MGs, keeping the voltage and frequency within
acceptable limits.
7

In Chapter 5, a double layer advanced droop control is proposed for frequency/voltage
restoration in CMG. The frequency regulation in islanded AC MGs with no/low inertia
(i.e., those consisting entirely of static generation like PV) is addressed in this chapter.
The proposed control architecture ensures the frequency and voltage is restored to its
nominal value without compromising the power-sharing capability of the coupled
system. In the proposed frequency/voltage restoration technique, double layer droop
control is introduced by adjusting the droop gain according to the nominal value. It uses
the d-axis component of the terminal voltage to restore the frequency or voltage. The
proposed control topology also helps to de(couple) the neighbouring microgrids
seamlessly. The seamless de(couple) mechanism also discussed in this chapter.
A very high gain of droop control ensures the power-sharing accuracy in resistive and
weak rural networks. But it provides a negative impact on overall system stability. The
drawbacks in weak and resistive networks is eliminated by introducing the double layer
droop control. A mathematical model is presented to analyse the stability of the proposed
controller. Frequency domain modelling and eigenvalue analysis of coupled islanded
MG is presented in Chapter 6.
The general conclusion and the scope of the future work are presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Review of Active Power-sharing and
Frequency Control Strategies for Isolated
Microgrids
2.1 Introduction
Due to very high electricity demand over the last decade, there is a dire need to
espouse the alternative renewable energy resources into modern civilisation. The
massive proliferation of renewable energy sources raises many technical and social
issues [21]–[26], but overall, it can also be used to meet the increasing power demand.
A microgrid, which incorporates the renewable energy sources is able to operate in gridconnected mode and islanded mode. The low scale microgrids are incredibly beneficial
for a remote and rural area where the main power grid is not available due to some
constraints like area accessibility and economic concern. But due to the very high
increase in load demand and intermittent nature of renewable energy sources, microgrids
become very uncertain about meeting the load demand properly. So, in order to resolve
the energy balance glitches locally, some additional action has to be taken like, intelligent load-shedding [27], [28], installation of micro storage elements [29]–[31],
and coupling of neighbouring MGs [32], [33], [42], [43], [34]–[41]. The installation of
micro storage elements- battery energy storage system (BESS), flywheel, diesel
generator etc. can enhance some extra flexibility and reliability in these standalone rural
MGs. On the other side, these storage devices are not economically feasible, and they
also have some power limitations. In the case of very high load demand; however, the
load shedding is required to maintain stable operation. In this situation, if possible, the
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coupling of neighbouring standalone microgrids is economically and technically more
feasible to meet the scarcity of power demand.
The power-sharing of neighbouring MGs can be achieved by connecting the MG
inverters parallelly. The proper load sharing can be achieved by implementing different
control topologies like power management based secondary control, communication less
droop control etc. But among them, droop control is the most commonly used to realise
load sharing. In a rural microgrid, where distribution networks are mainly resistive,
droop control usually provides abysmal performances. Moreover, in the case of rural
standalone static (like solar photovoltaic generation) MGs, frequency and voltage control
is another crucial issue, that needs to be addressed. This thesis is focused on developing
a control topology for the most efficient coupling of neighbouring MGs.
In this context, this chapter provides an extensive literature survey to understand the
state of the art practice, identify the research gap and to develop the research objectives.

2.2 Different MG configurations
SPV, wind, diesel generators, and BESS are most commonly used in rural MGs.
Among them, the installation of PV plants is significantly increased in the last 5 years
[44]. The intermittent nature of SPV power generation poses a significant challenge to
the widespread adoption of SPV systems in isolated microgrids. This necessitates the
deployment of BESS to complement the intermittent generation of SPV units in order to
maintain the power balance in islanded microgrids. In other words, battery systems
mimic the role the utility grid plays in grid-connected microgrids, to supply/absorb
needed/surplus energy. However, battery systems have limited power ratings, limited
capacities, and restricted charging scenarios that depend on the battery state-of-charge
(SoC). Therefore, the operation of the SPV and battery units must be coordinated to
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consider both the intermittent SPV generation and the operating constraints of the battery
units. Moreover, SPV and battery units must be able to coordinate with dispatchable
units that are commonly deployed to ensure continuity of supply. But in some cases, the
cost of the battery and its low life cycle (could have to be replaced 3 times in a total SPV
plant life cycle) is the main obstacle for battery installation. In community-based MG
where the power rating typically varies from 5-50 kW, a central storage system is
eventually more effective than installing locally for each end-user.
According to the existing literature regarding the rural microgrid structure, there are
a considerable number of variations in that. Usually, PV, Wind, Diesel generators,
Biomass, and BESS are the most used power resources for the implementation of small
scale rural MGs [29], [45]–[49]. These implemented microgrids are on the scale of 1kW600 kW, either in single-phase or in 3-phase. Keep in mind, with the efficiency increment
in solar cells, the penetration of PV installations has also increased. A significant number
of MGs with only PV and BESS are also either implemented or are under construction
[48], [50]–[52]. These kinds of community-based or private PV MGs either use a grid or
BESS as a backup.
As discussed previously, battery units are costly, and sometimes it is not economical
to deploy together with each PV units. Moreover, for a coordination strategy, to be
practical, it should be able to handle multiple units of different types of microgrids in a
decentralized/centralized fashion with minimum transients when switching among
different control objectives/modes. Considering all these pros and cons, two community
based rural, isolated PV microgrids have been considered for power-sharing during any
power shortage/excess. In this circumstance, as both the microgrids are PV based static
MG, frequency and voltage regulation become very crucial during power-sharing.
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2.3 Power sharing issues in rural, isolated MGs
2.3.1 Mode of operation
Until now, most MG configurations have been the AC microgrid in grid-connected
mode. But nowadays the isolated mode of operation is also gaining significant attention,
especially in remote areas [6], [15]. The DG units of a microgrid can be classified into
grid forming (voltage-controlled) and grid-following (current-controlled) DG units. In
grid-connected mode, the units are often controlled as grid-following. The most adopted
control strategies for grid-following inverters are discussed in [53]. In islanding mode,
the electronic converter interfaces between the loads and the micro-source act as voltage
sources, which are also responsible for the power-sharing according to their ratings and
availability of power from their corresponding energy sources or prime movers.
Among the different existing control strategies, integrated control strategies refer to
hierarchical structures, which usually consist of primary, secondary, and tertiary control.
The primary control stabilizes the voltage and frequency and offers the plug-and-play
capability for DGs. The secondary control, as a centralized controller, compensates for
the voltage and frequency deviations to enhance the power quality. Tertiary control
considers the optimal power flowing of the whole microgrids or interaction with the main
grid [54]. In addition, hierarchical control has other special functions: 1) distributed
intelligent management system [55]; 2) voltage unbalance compensation for optimal
power quality [56]; 3) self-healing networks [57]; 4) smart home with a cost-effective
energy ecosystem [58]; and 5) generation scheduling [59]. So, the hierarchical structure
of microgrids can be regarded as an intelligent, integrated, and multiagent system. Some
reviews of microgrid control have been published recently in [60], [61]. Reference [60]
classifies all the control strategies (e.g., decentralized control, centralized control, model
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predictive control, and multiagent systems) into three levels: 1) primary; 2) secondary;
and 3) tertiary based on their speed of response and infrastructure requirements. The
authors also highlight future challenges and trends in microgrid control. Reference [61]
discusses the control methods and objectives from the point of the voltage and frequency
stability and presents the factors affecting power load sharing.
Power management strategies for PV/battery hybrid units are proposed in [62]–[67].
In a hybrid unit, the PV and battery systems are integrated and deployed as a single
system in the microgrid. In this configuration, the control strategy has the advantage of
accessing both the PV power measurements and the battery SoC. Therefore, the
strategies in the above literature cannot be utilised for decentralised power management
of separate PV and battery units in islanded microgrids. The control strategies proposed
in [66], [67] are specifically designed for a single unit microgrid, which, from a control
point of view, acts as a standalone power supply. Therefore, they cannot be deployed in
multiple-unit microgrids without modification. A novel control strategy is developed to
avoid the DC bus voltage collapse in a PV-BESS based hybrid standalone system [68],
where PV and BESS both are considered as voltage sources. However, any power
management strategy of the battery units is not considered. In further research [69], a
multi-segment adaptive p-f droop control is proposed. This control strategy is applied for
a single PV and a single BESS unit.
In the above section, all the individual control topologies of the isolated MGs are
discussed. But in order to operate the MGs in islanded mode and to share the power
among the neighbouring MGs, can be done using communication-based control or by
the communication-less droop control technique. Coupling of hybrid (combination of
different RESs) MGs and their coupling issues are also elaborately discussed by the
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researchers in [32], [35], [36], [39], [40], [70]–[72]. The communication-based control
techniques like concentrated control [73], master/slave control [74], distributed control
[75] etc. have their own pros and cons and are well discussed in recent literatures [76],
[77]. A dynamic multi-criteria decision-making system based overload management
technique is presented in [37], [38]. However, the computational burden and
communication channel is the main drawback of these proposals. These control
techniques required the communication lines among the MGs, which sometimes reduce
the reliability and expandability and also increase the cost of the system. However, in
the droop control method, the system cost is reduced, and the reliability and the
redundancy of the system also increases. Those are the apparent reasons for dropping the
implementation idea of a communication-based control technique, especially in rural
MGs. A complete review of droop control based clustering topology is also proposed in
recent literature [78]–[80]. The next section provides a comprehensive review of
different droop control techniques.

2.3.2 Droop Control based power-sharing
In this section, an extensive review of different droop control techniques is presented.
The conventional frequency droop control is first demonstrated. The basic power system
model of two DG sources with the load in the point of common coupling is presented in
Figure 2.1.
P1Q1

L1

P2Q2

Lline1

RD1

V1<δ1

V<δ

RD2

Lline2

L2
V2<δ2

P LQ L
Load

Figure 2.1 Two islanded inverters connected to load

The microgrids output voltages are denoted by V 1 1 and V 2 2 with the output
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filter inductance of L1 and L2. P1, Q1, and P2, Q2 are the active and reactive power of the
microgrids where PL and QL are representing the active and reactive power demand by
the Loads. The line resistances are denoted by RD1 and RD2 while LLine1 and LLine2 are
representing the line inductance.
The conventional droop equations are given below
ω = ωN -mP

(2.1)

V = V0 –nQ

(2.2)

Where m and n are the droop coefficient; ωN and V0 are the nominal frequency and
voltage, respectively; P and Q represent the active and reactive power supplied by the
converter. The main objective is to control frequency and voltage by controlling the
active and reactive power outputs of microgrids.
However, this conventional droop control presents several drawbacks especially
 In the islanding mode of operation, frequency, and voltage control are the most
critical parameters to be controlled. By implementing the steeper droop (very
high droop gain), the power-sharing accuracy can be achieved, but the voltage
and frequency deviation increase a lot, and that may lead to microgrid
instability [81].
 A highly resistive line typically used in rural networks, challenges the powersharing controller efficacy. Strong coupling of active and reactive power leads
to inaccurate load-frequency control. A high gain of droop co-efficient is
required to ensure proper load sharing. However, a very high gain also has a
negative impact on the overall stability of the system [81].
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 The conventional droop control fails drastically in the presence of harmonic
power as the conventional droop control is designed based on fundamental
power-sharing [82].
 The intermittent nature of renewable energy sources is also the reason for the
failure of conventional droop control [83].
Due to these reasons, the topic has been of active research interest to overcome these
drawbacks. Lots of improved droop control (compared to the conventional droop
control) have been proposed by the researchers. However, these techniques also have
their own merits and demerits. Most of the proposed droop control techniques with their
advantages and disadvantages are represented in tabular form in Table 2.1.

It is to be noted that each of the above techniques can only accommodate two of the
symmetrical or hybrid DG units in microgrids. In most of the existing work, symmetrical
droop units have been considered, although these units are the most common type in
islanded microgrids to ensure the continuity of the supply. In symmetrical droop control,
the inverters can share the power equally, which sometimes restricts the MGs to take the
foremost advantage of coupling. Moreover, in rural MG, due to resistive coupling
networks, a very high droop gain is required to achieve the accurate power sharing. The
high value of droop gain can create a significant frequency deviation. So, the maintaining
of frequency in rural isolated MG is another important task. The next section reviews the
different frequency regulation techniques in MGs.
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Table 2.1 Summary of different droop control methods
Control
Conventional
droop

Virtual
impedance
(VI) based
droop

Variants
P-ω and Q-V [84]

VPD/FQB droop control [85]–[87]



Designed for the highly resistive line.

Complex line impedance [88]
Angle droop control [89], [90]




High accuracy on voltage regulation
High accuracy on frequency regulation

Output impedance Control method [75],
[91]






Faster dynamics response
Good power-sharing
Excellent current sharing
Decoupled P/Q sharing control









Better voltage harmonic sharing
Minimize harmonics circulating currents
Good dynamics response
Better voltage harmonic sharing
Accurate reactive power-sharing
Excellent power-sharing under heavy load condition
Good transient response

Optimization-based Adaptive droop
[98], [99]
[100], [101]





[102], [103]





Improve power-sharing
performance and system stability
Modified the droop equation by subtracting RMS
output voltage value to the voltage set point.
Improve reactive power-sharing.
Good frequency and voltage regulation.
Can handle the linear and non-linear load

Virtual frame transformation method[92],
[93]
Enhanced VI control [94]

VI with conventional droop [95]
Adaptive
droop

Robust Droop

Signal
Injection
method

Advantages

Avoid critical communication link

High reliability, expandability and flexibility.

Adaptive voltage droop control [96], [97]
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Disadvantages
o Slow dynamics response
o Poor harmonic load sharing
o Poor voltage and frequency regulation
o Poor performance with renewable energy
resources
o Poor voltage and frequency regulation
o Poor performance with renewable energy
resources
o Line impedance should be known in advance
o Poor accuracy on power-sharing.
o Requirement of a communication signal.
o Difficult to choose the suitable coefficient for the
integral-derivative term and filter gain
o Poor voltage regulation
o Requirement of a communication signal.
o System parameters should be known.
o Difficult to implement
o System parameters should be known.
o Requirement of a communication signal.
o Sometimes Poor active power-sharing
o Poor stability
o Poor active power-sharing
o Virtual reactance need to minimize the
circulating power
o System parameters should be known.
o Complicated, difficult to implement.
o Poor active power-sharing
o High total harmonic distortion of current
components
o System parameters should be known.
o

Cause harmonic distortion of voltage.

2.3 Review of frequency regulation of rural, isolated MGs
A mismatch between the supply and demand in an isolated MG creates the frequency
or voltage deviation. In a RESs based static MG where generation and loads both are
intermittent in nature, frequency control plays a vital role in system stability. In this
section, an detailed review of the frequency regulation of isolated microgrid is presented.
In grid-connected mode, a microgrid is connected to the main grid, which usually has
large system inertia; hence, the microgrid frequency is almost identical to the nominal
value [104]. Thus, DG units in a microgrid typically inject the desired output power, and
the electrical power mismatch between supply and demand is balanced by the main grid.
However, in islanded mode, the microgrid must supply its own demand and maintain its
frequency solely using DG units. There have been several studies aimed at developing
control of active power and frequency for islanded microgrids. The following section
arranges the literature of frequency regulation schemes in MGs into four major layouts,
and those are:
 Frequency regulation based on demand response.
 Frequency regulation with different control strategies.
 Frequency regulation by installing energy storage devices and
 Frequency regulation with intelligent optimization techniques.
Based on the above layouts, a survey on frequency control in MG is presented in
Table 2.2, in a very lucid manner with their respective advantages and disadvantages.
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Table 2.2 Summary on the literature of frequency regulation in MGs

Demand
response (DR)
based
frequency
regulation

Frequency
regulation with
different
control
strategies

References
[105]–
[110]

Reported Work
1. Provides frequency and
voltage regulation.
2. Wind-based RESs used.
3. Droop based DR is also
proposed

[111],
[112]

1. A novel quasi-oppositional
selfish-herd optimisation
algorithm is proposed for
load-frequency control

[113]

1. A demand response based
secondary control is
proposed for loadfrequency control.

[88],
[114]–
[117]

1. Traditional Load-frequency
control (LFC) is proposed.
2. Consideration of EVs in
some cases as a worst-case
scenario.
3. Optimization/ model
predictive control based
LFC is also proposed.

[110],
[113],
[114],
[118]–
[124]

1. A secondary loop is
proposed for frequency
control
2. Sliding mode control/
Liapunov based robust
control is also proposed
3. Communication delay is
also considered in some
cases.
4. Shipboard/ EV is also
introduced for validating
the efficacy of the proposed
controller.
1. A reliability-based model is
proposed for frequency
control.
2. A small-signal stability
based approach is
considered for frequency
regulation
1. Energy storage devices like
BESS, flywheel,
supercapacitor, diesel
generator are introduced for
frequency control.

[125],
[126]

Frequency
regulation with
the installation
of energy
storage devices

[119],
[120],
[127]–
[130]
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Limitations
1.
Requirement of a
communication channel.
2.
System parameters should
be known properly.
3.
Transient response time is
deficient due to
computational burden.
1.
Transient response time is
very low due to
computational burden.
2.
Implementation will be
very complicated.
1.
Requirement of a
communication channel.
2.
Response during the
intermittent nature of
load/sources is not shown.
1.
In most cases, practical
implementation is not
done. It can be
complicated due to the
complexity in control
topology.
2.
Transient response time is
high.
3.
Accuracy of powersharing is not considered.
1.
Requirement of a
communication channel.
2.
Accuracy of powersharing is not considered.
3.
Challenging to implement
due to complexity in
control topology.
4.
Transient response time is
high due to the secondary
loop.

1.
2.

1.
2.

Power-sharing accuracy is
not considered.
System parameters should
be known in advance for
analysis.

Installation cost is very
high
May have to replace 2/3
times in a whole MG life
cycle.

Optimization
based approach
for frequency
control

[115],
[118],
[122],
[123],
[131]–
[136]

1. Different optimization
techniques has been
adopted for frequency
regulation in LFC control,
droop control, secondary
loop of frequency control
etc.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Due to high computational
time, the transient
response is low.
Processing delay in
performance due to
communication delay.
With the aid of central MG
controller, an extra layer
for the optimization
technique should be
implemented.
In case of large no of
constraints presence in
MGs, the formulation of
objective function become
complex.

2.4 Identification of research gap & proposed solution
It is to be noted that most of the proposed control methods as discussed above for
frequency regulation/restoration is for a single unit of the micro-generation system.
These researchers are mainly focused on the negative effect of low inertia on inadequate
dynamic response following significant disturbances when the transient frequency dip
can become unacceptable. The frequency regulation in inertia less microgrid gained
attentions to the researchers [137]–[139] as the inertia less PV installation is increased
in the last decade. The load frequency control in these kinds of inertia less system can be
achieved by sharing the active power with neighbouring microgrids. An asymmetrical
droop control should be proposed to take the coupling advantages of an isolated
microgrid. The asymmetrical droop control will not restrict the MG inverters, to share
the power equally. The MGs will be able to share the power according to their power
availability. Problems may arise if the frequency deviation is significant, in case of
choosing high droop gain. Under these circumstances, this will impose too great a burden
on the frequency control units. Hence, it is desirable that the active power should be “reshared” among DG units after the primary droop control action, so that proper load
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sharing may occur.
Eventually, the f-P droop loop regulates the phase angle of the MG inverter and
generates the control signal via an integral controller for the other control blocks. So,
restoration in frequency is theoretically in conflict with the idea of active power-sharing
as the active power production is sensitive to the phase angle. This distinguishable
phenomenon of frequency restoration can bring significant inaccuracy in active powersharing. Very few researchers [140], [141] have mentioned this particular issue, though
their provided solutions were not promising as that creates a stability related issue in the
network.
Additionally, in the worst-case scenario, when the load demand is too high, and the
available RESs (in coupled MGs) are unable to supply the load demand, the MGs should
be decoupled in order to maintain the system stability. In some cases, intelligent load
shedding or a demand response technique can be introduced to maintain the system
stability. In this condition, a seamless connection/reconnection topology is required for
the smooth operation of power-sharing among the neighbouring MGs.
In a rural network, with a very highly resistive line (with a ratio of R/X > 3.5) [142],
the power-sharing efficiency between the inverters reduce. A very high value to droop
gain is required for proper load sharing, which reduce the system stability. Many
researchers have explored the stability analysis for standalone MG, and the review of the
existing literature is presented in [143], [144]. Stability analysis, considering the
communication delay, is also presented in [145]. Stability analysis in a droop controlled
MG is also presented in [146], [147]. In the droop control method, the absence of
communications between the distributed energy resources and its flexibility are some of
its advantages. So, a mathematical model has to be developed to examine the stability of
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the proposed controllers of the coupled microgrid.

2.5 Novel contributions of the thesis
So, in this context, the main contributions of the thesis are as follows:
 A Power Management (PM)-based droop control is proposed for available
power sharing between the rural neighbouring MGs. In this research, the PM
strategy is developed to maintain the power set-point of the autonomous MG.
An improper selection of power set point in autonomous MG can raise the DC
link voltage to an unmanageable value and can cause an inadvertent shutdown
of MG. The active power-sharing between the MGs is achieved by monitoring
the power reference set point in droop control. The proposed controller is able
to share the power asymmetrically, which means it does not restrict the
inverters for equal power-sharing.
 An improved double layer droop control method is proposed for load sharing
among the autonomous static MGs to either restore the frequency or voltage
to its nominal value. Based on the proposed strategy, the frequency or voltage
is regulated by controlling the d-axis component of the terminal voltage of the
standalone system.
 In this research, a seamless connection/reconnection scheme among the
neighbouring MGs is developed. In rural, isolated microgrids (where large
grid power is not available), setting a common reference voltage or frequency
after the coupling and decoupling can be a challenging issue. A (de)coupling
controller has been proposed based on double-layer improved droop control
for seamless reconnection of neighbouring MGs for available power
exchange.
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 A linear model with the proposed droop controlled microgrid is also presented
to investigate the stability of the coupled MG. Using this linear model, the
influence of proposed frequency control on the whole connected system has
been studied. The effect of line impedance and dynamic load change is also
studied.
The detail modelling and the efficacy of the proposed controller has been analysed in
the subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 3

Building A Laboratory Scale Microgrid
3.1 Introduction
An investigation on efficient power-sharing topology among the neighbouring
isolated MGs has been done in this research. A power management-based droop control
is proposed for effective asymmetric power-sharing among the neighbouring MGs. On
top of that, a double layer droop control is proposed for frequency restoration in
standalone MGs. Also, a seamless reconnection topology between the neighbouring
MGs has been developed. The efficiency of the proposed controllers has been tested
using the real time simulators (OPAL-RT and PLEXIM) by using a Power Hardware in
Loop (PHIL) simulation and finally, by implementing a small laboratory scale MG. The
proposed implementation techniques follows strictly the IEEE standard [148] for
verification of the proposed MG controllers.

Figure 3.1 Recommended laboratory test for the microgrid controller [148]

Figure 3.1 shows the IEEE recommended laboratory tests for the microgrid
controllers. This chapter presents the design and implementation procedure of two
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inverter-based small-scale MGs. A compact description of each component and
controllers used for implementation is provided in the following sections. A LabView
based sbRIO controller has been used for practical implementation. Along with this
OPAL-RT, Plexim real-time simulator and Texas Instrument based F28335 controller
also used for PHIL experiment.

3.2 Overview of experiment setup
The schematic circuit diagram of the small-scale laboratory-based microgrid is
presented in Figure 3.2. In each of the MG, a PV simulator has been used as a primary
source of energy, and they are connected to local loads through a single-phase inverter.
A manual switch has been used in order to couple both the inverter-based MG to realise
the power-sharing.
In the proposed experimental setup, three 1 kW PV simulator have been used as a
primary DC source. The schematic diagram of the proposed system consists of two
parallel inverters is also implemented. Mitsubishi PM25CL1A120 intelligent 3 phase
power modules have been used for the inverter. However, only two phases were used to
configure the single-phase inverter. The output of each inverter is connected to the local
load in standalone mode through an LC filter. Voltage and the current signals at the point
of common coupling of each inverter are measured using LEM (LV 25 and LA 55)
sensors. The switch SW1 is used to couple both the MGs for power-sharing. The power
management-based droop control algorithm is implemented in a LabView based sbRIO
controller. All the detailed control topology and practical implementation results will be
discussed in Chapter 4. The picture of the developed experimental setup is given in
Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of the laboratory setup, connecting two neighbouring MG for
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Figure 3.5 Experimental setup for the PHIL test

Moreover, a double layer droop control-based frequency restoration and seamless
reconnection topology for neighbouring MGs have been developed. To assess the
efficacy of the proposed controller, a PHIL setup also has been developed. The layout of
the proposed system is depicted in Figure 3.4. The physical system of MG1 has been
developed in OPAL-RT real-time simulator, and physical system of MG2 has been
developed in PLEXIM real-time simulator. The control topology for frequency
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restoration and seamless reconnection has been developed in Texas Instrument based
F28335 controller. The detail experimental system and control topology as shown in
Figure 3.5 will be discussed in Chapter 5.

3.3 IGBT module with gate driver
The Mitsubishi L series Intelligent Power Module (IPM) PM25CL1A120 [149] is
used for implementing both the inverters. The power module is designed mainly for 3
phase applications, but in this research work, only two phases are used to implement the
single-phase inverter. Figure 3.6 shows the internal block diagram of the IPM, and Figure
3.7 shows the picture of it. The IPM consists of 6 IGBT switches with freewheeling
diodes with inbuilt temperature sensor, current sensor and protection logics. All the
essential specification of the IPM is provided in Table3.1.
Table 3.1 Specification of PM25CL1A120 module

Parameter

Module Rating

Supply Voltage

1200 V

IGBT Breakdown Voltage

1200 V

Maximum DC-Link Voltage

900 V

Peak current limit

50 A

DC link trip voltage

915 V

An external gate driver BP7B [150] is required for interfacing the gate signals. The
BP7B is a complete isolated interface circuit for this Mitsubishi L-Series IPMs. This
circuit features the VLA606-01R opto-interface IC for isolation of control signals and
isolated power supplies for the IPM’s built-in gate drive and protection circuits. The
isolated interface helps to simplify prototype development and minimize design time by
allowing direct connection of the IPM to logic level control circuits. Figure 3.8 shows
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the picture of BP7B gate driver.

Figure 3.6 Internal circuit diagram of PM25CL1A120 [149]

Figure 3.7 PM25CL1A120 module

Figure 3.8 BP7B gate driver for IPM [150]
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3.4 Voltage and current measurements
Capacitor voltage and inductor current should be measured and appropriately
captured in order to design the closed-loop system. LV 25P and LA 55P have been used
to measure the voltage and current, respectively.

3.4.1 Voltage Measurement
The voltage transducer LV 25 P is used to measure the capacitor voltage. The LV 25
sensor can measure a minimum 10 V to maximum 500V. The conversion ratio of the
sensor is 2500:1000. The internal circuit diagram and connection points are shown in
Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 Internal configuration of LV 25 P [151]

3.4.2 Current Measurement
The inductor current is measured by using the LA 55A transducer. The transducer can
measure up to 50 A with a conversion ratio of 1:2000. The internal configuration of the
LA 55P is shown in Figure 3.10. As the output of LA 55P is a current signal, in order to
capture that as a voltage signal, a measuring resistor (Rm) is connected. All the essential
values are provided with the datasheet [152].
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Figure 3.10 Internal configuration of LA 55P [152]

During the experimental procedure, it is undeniable that these transducers are very
sensitive to high-frequency noise, and it reflects at the output. As the developed
laboratory scale MG is a very low rating, the signal to noise ratio is also shallow.
Therefore, an active low pass filter is required to mitigate the noise.

3.4.3 Filter Design
A low pass filter is designed with a cut-off frequency of 1 kHz to eliminate the highfrequency noise. The performance of the filter was satisfactory. The experimental result
with a comparison of with and without the filter is shown in Figure 3.11. It can be
observed from the captured figure that the extra EMI noise produced in the field can be
reduced using this low pass filter. The complete circuit diagram of the voltage and
current measurement with filter circuit is provided in Figure 3.12. Any phase shift
introduced by the filter circuit and LEM can be adjusted by tuning the 10k rheostat,
placed just after the filter circuit. The phase shift can also be reduced by the internal
circuit, designed in Labview.

Unfiltered Signal
Filtered Signal

Figure 3.11 Performance of low pass filter in the current sensor board
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Filter Circuit

DC bias
adjustment

Protection Circuit

Figure 3.12 Schematic diagram of PCB for voltage and current sensor board
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Figure 3.13 Designed PCB for voltage and current sensor board

3.4.4 DC bias adjustment and protection circuit
The DC bias adjustment and protection circuit are also required to capture the voltage
and current effectively. The designed circuit for dc bias adjustment and protection
requirement is highlighted in Figure 3.12. Two back-to-back BZX85C10 Zener diode
has been added to protect the controller under any kind of faulty condition.
A view of the final assembled PCB for voltage and current sensor board is shown in
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Figure 3.13. The board can be used either as a voltage sensor or as a current sensor or
combination of voltage and current sensor as well.

3.5 Controllers
In this section, all the necessary details are provided regarding all the controllers used
for experimental validation purposes.

3.5.1 NI sbRIO 9606 controller Platform
National Instrument based sbRIO 9606 [153] is an FPGA based platform, mainly used
in this research work for controller design. LabView is a block diagram based graphical
user interface, which can generate and compile automatic VHDL code. Each graphical
block can be converted to VHDL codes automatically using the Xilinx code generation
tools, which is inbuilt with LabView. The converter codes can be compiled and
synthesized over the FPGA platform, and the functionality of the implemented controller
can be tested easily. The user-friendly graphical interface helps the researcher in
prototyping and testing of controllers in a very smooth and easy way as automatic VHDL
generation features reduce the task of writing tedious code. In Figure 3.14, there is a view
of sbRIO-9606, which is compatible with LabView software and used in this thesis as
the main core of the control unit.

Figure 3.14 FPGA based National Instrument sbRIO 9606 [153]
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Figure 3.15 Graphical interface of the proposed controller in LabView platform
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The other nice feature of LabView is enabling the users to track any signal and
feedback graphically. This is a very critical feature which enormously helps the users to
minimize the timing spent for debugging or tuning their controllers and devices. Also,
users can capture any signal they want, and they can show them instantly or buffer them
for future usage. Figure 3.15 shows the graphical user interface of the LabView
environment for the proposed controller.

3.5.2 General Purpose Inverter Controller- NI GPIC 9683
In order to control the inverters with sbRIO 9606, an add-on input/output interface
card, which is commonly known as General Purpose Inverter Controller (or technically
NI GPIC 9683 mezzanine card) is required. This NI GPIC 9683 mezzanine card [154]
receives/sends analog/digital signals to establish a proper and safe connection between
the controller and inverter. The inbuilt safety feature helps the controller to operate safely
during any faulty condition in the inverter side.
The NI 9683 mezzanine card provides connections for 16 simultaneous analog input
channels with isolated ground reference; all with ±30 V overvoltage protection. 28
simultaneously sampled sourcing digital input channels; 14 push-pull half-bridge digital
output channels; 24 sinking digital output channels; four relay control digital output
channels; and 32 LVTTL digital I/O channels are also inbuilt with this mezzanine card.
The connection diagram of 9683 mezzanine card is shown in Figure 3.16. Figure 3.17
provides a picture of a sbRIO 9606 along with interfacing 9683 GPIC card.
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Figure 3.16 NI 9683 pinout [154]
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Figure 3.17 Stacked sbRIO 9606 on GPIC 9683 mezzanine card

3.5.2 TMS320 F28335 controller Platform
The TMS320F28335 [155] is a 32-bit microcontroller that specializes in control
applications such as robotics, industrial automation, mass storage devices, lighting,
optical networking, power supplies, and other power electronics control applications
needing a single processor to solve a high-performance application. The TMS320
F28335 evaluation board controller kit is shown in Figure 3.18. In this research the
TMS320F28335 is used for PHIL application.
The architecture of TMS320F28335 DSP is given in Figure 3.18. Enhanced PWM,
enhanced CAP, and enhanced QEP are the upgraded peripherals in F28335, compare to
other controllers in this family. And the floating-point unit is the primary source of its
performance. The use of the floating-point unit, Enhanced Pulse Width Modulation
(epwm) module, inbuilt dead-band generation module, and most importantly, the easy
interface with Matlab and other power electronics software (like PLECS) make this
controller a handy and efficient unit for implementation purpose.
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Figure 3.18 Evaluation board of F28335 controller [155]

3.6 Real-time simulators
3.6.1 OPAL-RT
OPAL-RT TECHNOLOGIES is the leading developer of Real-Time Digital
Simulators and Hardware-in-the-Loop testing equipment for electrical, electromechanical and power electronic systems. The OPAL-RT simulator consists of a chassis
called the OP5600 simulator with many digital and analog input and output connection
ports and FPGA based controller inside. The interfacing software called RT-Lab helps
to provide a link between the OP5700 simulator and Matlab.
The OP5600 family [156] are adding advanced monitoring capabilities with scalable
I/O and power calculation to OPAL-RT's product line of the real-time digital simulator.
The OP5600 modular and flexible design can be fully customized to meet specific I/O
requirements and can be easily expanded as needed. Different inbuilt software
configuration like eFPGAsim, eMEGAsim, Hypersim or ePHASORsim are completely
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configured for OP5600 chassis, which enables implementation of several real-time
simulation applications, including HIL testing, rapid control prototyping, and FPGA
development projects. Complex power grids, micro-grids, wind farms, hybrid vehicles,
more electrical aircraft, electrical ships and power electronic systems can be simulated
in real-time with time step as low as 10 microseconds or less than 250 nanoseconds for
some subsystem to achieve the best simulation accuracy. Several power electronic
manufacturers are now using OPAL-RT real-time digital simulators instead of expensive
and less flexible analog test benches.
Additional signal conditioning modules are also available to cover a wide range of
applications. One OP5600 chassis can then accommodate up to 256 digital or 128 analog
I/O. Several OP5607 (OP5600 I/O expansion chassis using Virtex7 FPGA) can be
interconnected through a PCI Express expansion chassis to increase the number of the
channel up to 2048 fast digital signals or 1024 analog signal or a mix or analog and
digital I/O. The total round-trip transfer time of all 2048 channels from OP5600 system
to the target processor memory is less than 25 microseconds. Signal interface equipment
and accessories such as fault insertion unit, breakout and signal mapping boxes and
amplifiers are also available to interface actual electronic controllers to perform HIL
tests. Figure 3.19 shows a front panel of OP5600 simulator.

Figure 3.19 Front panel of OP5600 simulator [156]
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3.6.2 PLECS RT Box
The PLECS RT box [157] is a real-time simulator built by PLEXIM Inc. It has 1 GHz
dual-core central processing unit (CPU) along with provision for 32 analog inputs and
outputs, and 64 digital inputs and outputs. This simulator can be used for HIL
applications and rapid controller prototyping. In HIL applications, the PLECS-RT Box
emulates the power stage of a power electronic system. The power stage could be as
simple as a buck converter or as complex as a motor drive system. In the HIL setup, The
Device Under Test (DUT) is the controller connected to the PLECS RT Box. Fig. 3.20
shows the PLECS-RT box along with the controller. This module has three hardware
blocks
 PLECS RT Box which emulates the power stage of a converter system.
 Controller, which is the DUT. The controller used for the smart inverter design
is a Texas Instrument DSP, TMS320F28335.
 Breakout board, which acts as the interface between the controller and PLECS
RT box.

Figure 3.20 PLECS RT box with controller and I/O card [157]
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The PLECS-RT box can receive analog and digital inputs and can also transmit analog
and digital outputs. The analog inputs can be in the form of voltage, current, or position
sensor output. The analog inputs can be differential or single-ended. The analog outputs
can be also in the form of measured parameters in the PLECS software, which are scaled
and then offset to ensure the output voltage from PLECS is within limits. The PLECS
RT box has 16 analog inputs and 16 analog outputs. The digital inputs can be in the form
of pulses generated from a controller. The digital outputs can be in the form of pulses
generated from the PLECS-RT Box as well. The RT box has 32 digital inputs and 21
digital outputs.

Figure 3.21 PLECS C2000 Launchpad development kit

Texas Instruments DSP Delfino TMS320F28335 is used for designing the controller
stage of the inverter. This DSP is a single CPU core 32-bit fixed-point processor with a
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clock frequency of 200 MHz belonging to the C-2000 family of processors. The DSP
comes with twelve channels for EPWM and six channels for High-Resolution Pulse
Width Modulation (HRWPM). The DSP also comes with 16 channels of ADC, with the
resolution configurable to 16-bit or 12-bit. Three channels of ADC can also act as DAC
in 12-bit resolution. Figure 3.21 shows the PLECS breakout board designed for the
C2000 Launchpad development kit.

3.7 Summary
This chapter has presented the instruments, controllers, real time simulators, used for
the development of laboratory-scale experimental setup for validating and testing the
proposed controllers. A PHIL experimental setup and finally two low laboratory scale
microgrid is developed to check the efficacy of the power sharing accuracy of the
proposed controller. The detail experimental setup using these peripheral components
will be presented in the subsequent chapter.
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Chapter 4

Interconnection of Standalone
Neighbouring Microgrids for Powersharing
4.1 Introduction
The high penetration of renewable energy sources (RES) in rural microgrid energy
communities (EC) are the backbone of European Strategy (2018/2001/EU, RED II)[158]
towards a clean and low carbon society. EC are the modern recognition of the smart
communities, where energy policymaker, customers- everyone plays an important role
to achieve a sustainable living for society. Maintaining generation demand balance in an
EC is a critical task for a system/community operator. This requires maintaining a certain
level of flexibility in the system, which forms an inevitable system service requirement.
The intermittent nature of distributed energy sources and the load uncertainties can create
a power mismatch and can cause unintended frequency and voltage deviation in these
isolated community MGs (CMG). This research work, aims to develop a smart virtual
energy-community (EC) microgrid (MG) to enhance power resiliency and sustainable
living for the rural community-microgrids. Remote area isolated ECMGs are likely to
experience overloading or power scarcity during any natural disaster like catastrophic
events such as earthquakes, thunderstorms, hurricanes etc. Critical community
infrastructures have to be connected with the power supply for the sustainable
development of the community during any contingency. This proposed scheme combines
autonomous ECMGs for power exchange using a power management (PM)-based droop
control. It not only supports the local load, but can also support the neighbouring EC
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loads if there is any excess power requirement in the neighbouring EC. During the gridconnected mode, the droop control may have different power setpoints of each EC
microgrid, but during the standalone mode of operation, the power setpoint should be
defined according to their power rating and availability. In this research work, a power
management (PM) strategy is developed to maintain the power setpoint of the
autonomous ECMG. An improper selection of power setpoint in autonomous ECMG can
raise the DC link voltage to an unmanageable value and can cause inadvertent shutdown
of ECMG. The active power sharing between the ECMGs is achieved by monitoring the
power reference setpoint in droop control.
The majority of the implemented techniques as discussed extensively in the literature
review section of Chapter 2, can only accommodate two of the symmetrical or hybrid
distributed generation (DG) units in a MG. In most of the published literature,
symmetrical droop units have been considered, where equal power sharing have been
achieved. But in practical cases, due to the intermittency of DG sources and different
power rating of neighbouring MGs, equal power sharing can restrict proper utilization
of coupling advantages. During an asymmetric power sharing, inappropriate selection of
droop gain can lead the standalone MG to an unstable condition and can deviate the
system voltage and frequency considerably. To reckon with the above issues, this
research work has considered the following enhanced features:
 A well-defined control strategy where symmetric and asymmetric (if required)
power sharing can be achieved through a PM-based droop control in order to
couple the neighbouring MGs more efficiently. The proposed PM strategy
defines the reference power set point for the conventional droop control.
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 An improved frequency regulation scheme without implementing any
secondary controller for this purpose. The power flow between the MGs are
controlled keeping the frequency within an allowable range.

As the

considered system is static and standalone, the proposed PM-based droop
control helps to maintain the system frequency in an acceptable range.
 A validated test of the proposed controller by developing laboratory scale
MGs.

4.3 Power management based droop control strategy
In the proposed system configuration, as shown in Figure 4.1, two static microgrids
with a standalone PV system has been considered. The intermittent nature of PV power
generation poses a significant challenge to the widespread adoption of PV systems in
islanded microgrids in the absence of MS devices. Also, frequency regulation is a great
challenge in this kind of complete static generation.
In order to maintain a power balance in islanded microgrids, the deployment of BESS
is necessary to compensate for the intermittent nature of PV units. However, battery
systems have limited power ratings, limited capacities, and restricted charging scenarios
that depend on the battery SoC. Therefore, the operation of the PV and battery units must
be coordinated for effective and efficient energy generation. Installation of BESS
incorporation with PV is not economical sometimes due to the low lifecycle of BESS
(compare to PV, could have to replace 3 times in an entire PV plant life cycle) and high
installation cost [159].

Considering the above-stated issues, two microgrids are

considered for coupling; in the first one, there is SPV generations connected to local
loads, and in the other one, there are SPV systems with BESS and local load. Both the
MGs are inverter-based MG and operated only in islanded mode. The SPV systems are
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connected to the main MG inverter through DC/DC converters. In this scenario, droop
control is considered for required power-sharing. The conventional voltage and
frequency droop control equations for each inverter of MGs are-

   *  k  ( P  P* )

(4.1)
V  V *  kV (Q  Q* )
(4.2)
Where kɷ and kV are the frequency and voltage control droop co-efficient; ɷ* and V*
are the nominal value of frequency and voltage, respectively.

Figure 4.1 Proposed system configuration

Usually, in the case of grid-connected mode, the grid provides the rigid voltage and
frequency support, and it specifies the active and reactive power setpoints for the
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microgrids. If there is any significant deviation from the setpoint value, the MG
controller needs to disconnect/connect some load/sources. But in the case of a standalone
mode of operation, the voltage and frequency are set to its nominal value, and the power
setpoints play an essential role in order to maintain the voltage and frequency. In the
proposed droop control, a power management topology is adopted in order to maintain
the frequency and voltage within an acceptable range. The droop slopes are calculated
accordingly to maintain the stable mode of operation during coupling.

Figure 4.2 Proposed droop control

The droop control topology, as shown in Figure 4.2, consists of two inverters for the
grid-connected and standalone mode of operation. In grid-connected mode, as the
frequency is controlled by the stiff grid, the two inverters generate different power (P1Grid
& P2Grid) in the same frequency. But in the islanded mode of operation, the frequency of
the system starts to diverge from the nominal value. In this situation, it is crucial to define
an acceptable frequency region for a stable mode of operation. For the standalone mode
of operation, the acceptable frequency range is 50 Hz ± 2 Hz [160], [161]. After reaching
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a stable frequency (ωisland), both the inverters produce P1Islanded and P2Islanded for the same
droop coefficient. Now, the steady-state standalone frequency can be calculated as-

island     k  P1  k  P1     k  P 2  k  P 2


1

2

1



(4.3)

2

As the droop coefficients (kω1=kω2) are the same so,
P1  P1  P2  P2

(4.4)

As the total load power (PL) is supplied by the two inverters (PL=P1+P2), further the
steady-state islanded frequency can be calculated as:

island     k2 ( PL  P1  P 2 )




(4.5)

So, it can be noted that the islanded frequency depends on the total load connected to
the system and the power set point for the droop control. For equal power-sharing from
both the inverter, the power setpoints (P1* & P2*) should be equal.
In this steady-state islanded frequency, the generated power from both the inverter
can be calculated as:
1
P1  ( PL  P1  P 2  )
2
1
P 2  ( PL  P 2  P1 )
2

(4.6)
(4.7)

A critical case study where power transfer from one CMG to another has been
illustrated in Figure 4.2. When the total load demand is less than the difference between
two power set points of the inverters, i.e., PL P1  P 2 , the power can be drawn from
one CMG to another. In this condition, one of the inverters will import the power (in
Figure 4.2, the connecting inverter of CMG2 is importing power). The imported power
will cause to upsurge in the DC link bus voltage. So, extra power can be utilized to fulfil
the load demand in another CMG to maintain a stable mode of operation. The BESS will
further supply/import the power in case of any critical power balance situation.
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Figure 4.3 Inverter control topology
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4.4 The proposed control topology
The proposed system configuration with two static power generation sources, i.e.,
SPV power generation is shown in Figure 4.1. Each MG consists of a primary source of
energy (SPV), DC/DC converters, voltage source inverter, LCL filter, and local loads.
In one of the MG, the PV unit is interconnected with BESS through a bi-directional
converter. Both the MGs are coupled through a switch during any contingency.
The power rating and the system parameters for both the microgrids are shown in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 MG Parameters
System Parameters
Dc Link Capacitor

2000 µF

Filter Inductor (L1)

6.8mH

Filter Inductor (L2)

6.8 mH

Filter Capacitor

30 µF

Power Rating for Inverter 1

10 kW

Power Rating for Inverter 2

10 KW

BESS Capacity

10 kWh

Frequency drooping gain

0.05 rad/s/W

Voltage drooping gain

0.01 V/Var

Nominal MG Voltage

230 V

Nominal MG Frequency

50 Hz

To make the system configuration more realistic for rural area connection, a
conventional standalone single-phase system is considered. The implemented inverter
control technique is shown in Figure 4.3, where one side of the inverter control is shown
elaborately, and on the other side, also the same control technique is adopted. For powersharing purposes, a droop control technique is also implemented where a power
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management technique is adopted for frequency control, i.e., to keep the frequency in
the allowable range. The power setpoints (P1* & P2*) are defined from the frequency
management block. Further, the voltage and frequency droop co-efficient are calculated
in such a way that the voltage and frequency always remain in the allowable range.

4.5 Working principle
The working principle for the proposed coupled MGs shown in Figure 4.2 is discussed
in this section.

Figure 4.4 Flow chart to calculate power setpoints in different modes of operation

SW1 is the breaker switch that is used to connect the neighbouring MGs. The detailed
control topology is shown in Figure 4.3, where a power management strategy is
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implemented to define the power setpoint of the droop control, and the frequency of the
proposed controller is maintained by adjusting the droop gain accordingly. The power
flow chart of the power management system is given in Figure 4.4. The working principle
and the power flow diagram during different working modes are also discussed in detail.

4.5.1 Normal Operation
In this mode of operation, both the microgrids are supplying the required local loads
by maintaining the desired frequency. As shown in Figure 4.5, both the MGs are
operating separately, and the breaker switch S1 remains in ‘off’ condition.
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Inverter1

PV1
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Figure 4.5 Power flow for operation mode A

4.5.2 Microgrid 1 is overloaded
In this mode of operation, the shortage of power in MG1 can be exported from MG2
if there is any excess power in MG2 by triggering on the breaker switch. The power
calculation can be done in the power management block and to maintain the stable
allowable frequency, the power setpoint and the droop gain values should be updated
accordingly. The power flow diagram in this condition is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Power flow for operation mode B

4.5.3 Microgrid 2 is overloaded
In this case, as shown in Figure 4.7, power can be drawn from the BESS to meet the
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local load demand; otherwise, the power can be drawn from the MG1 (if there is any
excess power) to utilise the renewable energy generation in MG1 fully. In the proposed
power calculation algorithm, as shown in Figure 4.7, any excess power in MG1 is
imported in MG2, and the further deficiency (if any) is fulfilled from the BESS.
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Figure 4.7 Power flow for operation mode C

4.5.4 Both Microgrids are overloaded
In this condition, BESS is used to meet the total load demand. The power flow
diagram is shown in Figure 4.8. In the worst-case scenario, when BESS and both the PV
plants are unable to supply the local loads, the MG coupling connection can be revoked,
and the load shedding technique can be adapted to maintain the system stability. It is to
be noted that the load shedding techniques are beyond the scope of the current research
topic of the thesis.
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Figure 4.8 Power flow for operation mode D

4.5.5 Both the MGs are underloaded
In this condition, both the MGs can be used to recharge the BESS. In this condition,
the complexity in the control topology can be increased. So, in order to keep it simple,
the full produced power is utilised to meet the local load demand in MG1 and MG2. The
power produced in MG2 is utilised to recharge the BESS and to meet the remaining load
power demand. The power flow diagram is shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 Power flow for operation mode E

4.6 Simulation studies
To prove the efficacy of the proposed system, two PV based single-phase microgrids
are developed, and previously discussed five different modes of operations are
considered. Both inverters are interfaced with the local load through an LCL filter. All
the system parameters are provided in Table 4.1. Matlab SimPowerSystem is used to
develop the detailed model of the MGs.

4.6.1 Normal Operation:

Figure 4.10 System parameters for case study A

Regular operation of power-sharing between two MGs is considered in this case
study. The total load demand in MG 1 and MG 2 is 6 kW, respectively. The load power
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and the frequency in both the MGs are shown in Figure 4.10. Now in this situation,
suddenly, the load demand in both the MGs are increased by 4 kW at time instant 0.8sec
in MG1 and at 0.9 sec in MG2. It can be observed from Figure 4.10 that the frequency
is maintained within the allowable range as the power set point of the MGs are modified
to maintain the frequency. It is also notable that as both the systems are not connected
together, so MG 1 will not be affected by any change in MG2. It can be observed that
both the system have two different frequency profile as they are not connected.

4.6.2 MG 1 is overloaded

Figure 4.11 Illustration of MG 1 overloading

In steady-state operation, if the power demand increases in MG 1 and exceeds the
total power rating of the MG 1, then according to the proposed configuration, power can
be drawn from the MG 2, if there is any excess power available. In this situation, the
load consumption in MG 2 is always constant. In this case study initially, a 10-kW load
is attached to MG 1, and 6-kW load is attached to MG 2 so that there is excess available
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power in MG 2. Now the load demand is increased by 4 kW in MG1 at the simulation
time instant 1sec. It can be observed from Figure 4.11 that the excess power is supplied
in MG 1 from MG 2. The frequency response also is shown in Figure 4.11, which is also
within the allowable range. In this case study, a symmetric droop control is applied for
equal power-sharing during the coupling condition.

4.6.3 MG 2 is overloaded
In this case study, the load consumption in MG 1 is constant, and load demand in MG
2 is increased and exceeds the PV power generation rating of the MG 2. In this situation
there are two possibilities to supply the excess load demand; one is from BESS which is
already installed in MG 2, and the other one is if there is any excess power in MG 1 that
can be transferred to MG2 to meet the requirement.

Figure 4.12 Illustration of MG 2 overloading

Here, in this case, study 6 kW load is added to MG 1 so that there is some excess
power to transfer to MG 2 and initially in MG 2, the load demand is 10 kW. At the
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simulation time, 1 sec the total load demand in MG 2 is increased to 16 kW and in this
situation according to the flow chart the excess power in MG 1 (4 kW) is transferred to
MG2 and the remaining power demand (2kW) is supplied by the BESS in MG2. An
asymmetric power-sharing has been achieved in this case study by adjusting the power
set point and droop gain properly. It can also be observed from Figure 4.12 that initially
when power demand was supplied individually, both the MGs had different frequency,
and after coupling, both the MGs have the almost same stable frequency.

4.6.4 MG1 & MG2 both are overloaded
When Both MGs are overloaded, then the excess load demand can be supplied from
the BESS. But it can be noted that this BESS also has some limitation. The load demand
should not be increased beyond the rating of BESS, and MGs should not be overloaded
for a long time.

Figure 4.13 Illustration of MG 1 & MG 2 both are overloaded

In this case study initially, the load demand is 10 kW individually in both the MGs.
At simulation time instant 1sec the load demand in both the MGs are increased to 12 kW,
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which exceeds the inverter power rating for both the MGs. Figure 4.13 illustrates that
the 4 kW excess power is supplied from the BESS and 2 kW power is transferred from
MG 2 to MG1. In this case study also an asymmetric power-sharing and a stable mode
of operation are achieved.

4.6.5 MG 1 & MG 2 both are under loaded
When both MGs are underloaded, in this situation, the excess power can be utilised
to charge the BESS. In this case study, it is considered that both the MGs are having 8
kW load. In this situation according to the power management algorithm (given in Figure
4.4), the available excess power (2 kW) in MG 1 can be transferred to meet the load
demand and the internal excess power of MG 2 can also be utilised to recharge the BESS.

Figure 4.14 Illustration of BESS charging situation

It can be observed from Figure 4.14, that the excess 2 kW power is transferred from
the MG1 to MG 2 and 4kW internal power of MG 2 is utilised to recharge the BESS. As
both the system is interconnected, they are having the same system frequency.
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4.7 Experimental results
The different elements used in the experimental test rig has been shown in Figure
4.15. Three 1 kW SPV simulators with DC/DC converters has been implemented to use
as a primary source of energy for each MG. The SPV system is connected to the main
microgrid inverter. The Mitsubishi L series Intelligent Power Module (IPM)
PM25CL1A120 is used for implementing the single-phase inverters of the MGs. The
proposed control schemes as shown in Figure 4.3 is implemented using the National
Instrument based sbRIO-9683 controller.

PV Simulators with DC/DC Converters

Transmission Line

Filter
Inverters

Loads

Figure 4.15 Experimental prototype of the proposed system

4.7.1 Case1: MGs are operated independently and sudden load
change:
In this case study, both the MGs are operated separately and supplying the local load
individually, as shown in Figure 4.16 (a). The implemented controller is able to maintain
the desired voltage and frequency and also able to provide the required load demand.
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Initially, in case study 1 (Figure 4.16 (a)), 10 A (~ 1.2 kW) and 5A (~ 0.6 kW) load was
connected to MG1 and MG 2 individually. In the second case study in this section, as
shown in Figure 4.16, (b) a transient load change condition is considered to check the
efficacy of the proposed controller. In this section, initially, 10A (~ 1.2 kW) load was
connected in MG 1, and MG 2 was in no-load condition, and suddenly 5A (~ 0.6 kW)
load was added in MG 2. It can be seen that voltage was remained unchanged during this
load change. This scenario provides satisfactory testing of the MG controllers in the
standalone mode of operation.

Load Change
VMG1

IMG1

IMG2

VMG2

IMG1 10A/div IMG2 10A/div VMG1 50V/div VMG250V/div

(a)

IMG1 10A/div IMG2 10A/div VMG1 50V/div VMG250V/div

(b)

Figure 4.16 MGs operating condition- (a) in decoupled mode and (b) effect of a sudden load change

4.7.2 Case 2: Symmetric and asymmetric power-sharing
One of the most important contributions of this research work is to share the power
according to the power set point of the inverter, calculated from a power management
strategy. According to the power management strategy, as shown in Figure 4.17, the
power set-points are defined by the power availability of the MGs and load connected to
the MGs. As the distributed energy sources are intermittent in nature and low voltage
MGs have some limited capacity to fulfil the load demand, in case of coupling
neighbouring MGs, the power should be shared according to the limitation and
requirement, and that can be symmetric or asymmetric. In this case study, as shown in
Figure 4.17 (a) a symmetrical/equal power-sharing has been illustrated. Initially, 10A (~
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1.2 kW) and 6A (~ 0.8 kW) load was connected in MG1 and MG2 respectively, and in
this condition, MGs are coupled to share the total load. The power management strategy
has been implemented and can be seen from Figure 4.17 (a), the loads are shared
symmetrically, and the frequency is also in the allowable range. On the other hand, as
shown in Figure 4.17 (b) a asymmetrical power-sharing has been illustrated. In this case
study, during the coupled condition, an asymmetrical power-sharing has been achieved,
where MG 1 is supplying 4A (~ 0.5 kW) of loads and MG2 is supplying 8A (~ 1 kW)
of loads.
IMG1 10A/div IMG2 10A/div VMG1 50V/div

VMG250V/div IMG1 10A/div IMG2 10A/div VMG1 50V/div

Interconnection of MGs

Asymmetric power sharing during
Interconnected mode

IMG1

(a)

VMG250V/div

IMG2

(b)

Figure 4.17 MGs power-sharing - (a) symmetric and (b) asymmetric power-sharing

4.7.3 Case 3: Power transfer between the microgrids
IMG1 10A/div IMG2 10A/div VMG1 50V/div

VMG250V/div

IMG1

IMG1

Power transfer from MG 1 to MG2

Interconnection of MGs

IMG2

IPCC
IMG1 5A/div

(a)

IMG2 5A/div

(b)

Figure 4.18 Power transfer between the MGs (a) power from MG1 to MG2 (b) Power from MG2 to
1. IPCC

In this section, finally, power transfers between the MGs have been achieved. As
shown in Figure 4.18, both the MGs are in the coupled condition. In Figure 4.18 (a) MG
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1 generated current was 18A (~ 2.1 kW) , and MG 2 generated current was 14A (~ 1.7
kW) . PCC current at the time of coupling has been measured and is given in Figure
4.18 (b). It can be clearly seen from Figure 4.18 (b) that power has been transferred from
MG1 to MG2 to share the load demand.

4.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, an improved droop control method is proposed to enhance the powersharing accuracy in a standalone coupled microgrid. Two PV based static MGs were
considered to verify the power management-based droop control. The Matlab based
simulation and experimental validation results conclude the following:
 An efficient coupling scheme for available power-sharing among the
neighbouring microgrid is developed. The proposed scheme is able to support
neighbouring MG during any kind of contingency.
 The power management-based setpoint calculation for the droop control
provides an accurate power-sharing between the MGs. The proposed topology
is able to share the power among the MGs in asymmetric way as-well, which
does not restrict the inverters for equal power-sharing. This is one of the
novelties of this research-work.
 This proposed topology is also able to keep the system frequency in acceptable
allowable range (50 Hz ± 1). A wide range of case studies has been considered,
and the efficacy of the proposed controller for frequency regulation is verified.
 It should be noted that the proposed technique also has some limitation; if the
power demand exceeds the limit of BESS; in that situation, load shedding is
the only option to maintain a stable operation.
As stated clearly, the proposed coupling topology have some limitation in case of very
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high load demand; if the installed BESS is unable to supply the total load, the MGs has
to be decoupled. So, a seamless coupling and decoupling topology have to be developed
to maintain the stability of the system. The next chapter proposes a robust frequency
restoration technique, which will help to develop a seamless coupling and decoupling
techniques.
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Chapter 5

Frequency Restoration and Seamless
Reconnection of Neighbouring MGs for
Power-sharing
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the available resource sharing has been shown among the
neighbouring microgrids to meet the load demand. Coupling the neighbouring MGs
could be an excellent solution for increasing load demand. Besides, it is to be noted that
all the MGs have their own power ratings and some limitations, and it cannot be
overloaded for a long time (depends on the BESS capacity). So, a proper connection and
reconnection topology has to be developed for available power-sharing and stable mode
of operation.
In an isolated rural microgrid where X/R ratio is very low, the conventional droop
control interrelates a cross-coupling between Q-V and P-f droop control, which have a
drastic effect on the power-sharing performance. Conventionally, virtual impedance or
virtual damping based controller [162], [163] is introduced by researchers in order to
resolve this issue. Sometimes that results in a significant voltage drop from its nominal
value. The voltage drop over the high resistive rural coupling network can cause
inaccurate reactive power-sharing, that can introduce a circulating current among the
coupled MGs [164]. Traditionally, a secondary controller has been employed by the
researchers in order to chop off this power quality issue related to voltage drop. Another
major concern and the main focus of this thesis for this networked rural MGs is related
to P-f droop control. In order to improve the active power sharing performance of the
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droop controller, a very high droop gain is required, which leads to a significant
frequency droop in the system [165].
Eventually, a secondary controller is introduced by the Microgrid Central Controller
(MGCC) to restore the frequency to its nominal value. All the recently proposed
frequency restoration methods can be divided into three main categories- centralised,
decentralised and consensus control topologies [166]–[169]. The communication
channel based secondary controller usually suffers from a single-point-of-failure, and the
extra computational burden (due to massive data handling) can lead to poor dynamic
performance [170]. An improved droop controller can resolve the communication
channel-related issues and also provide a greater redundancy to the system. Adaptive
droop controller [171], virtual impedance-based adaptive droop controller [172], and
optimised adaptive droop controller [173] can provide an accurate active power sharing
performance, faster dynamic response and a significant stability margin to the system.
However, the performance deviates in the presence of a low impedance network and with
critical loads (like constant power loads). It is difficult to choose the suitable co-efficient
for the integral-derivative term and droop filter gain, which imposes power quality
problems to the system. The signal injection-based frequency/voltage restoration method
[162], [174] has been recently introduced by researchers, which estimate the MG
frequency/voltage based on the injected signal. If the estimated voltage/frequency
deviates from its nominal value, then the MGCC adjusts the droop gain, in order to
restore the nominal value. But these methods can introduce a power quality problem in
the system. The recently introduced synchronverter concept [175], [176] is also adopted
by the researcher in order to maintain the frequency of the system, and this method also
provides higher stability. However, this introduces a prolonged dynamic response due to
the computational burden as the operating frequency is determined by solving a
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complicated swing equation. The extensive literatures survey discussed in chapter 2,
suggest a robust frequency restoration technique is still required for maintain the system
stability [140], [141] and without affecting the power sharing accuracy.
Further, in order to maintain the stability and frequency of the system, there should
be sufficient active power to execute the frequency restoration controller. The loadfrequency control in photovoltaic generation based inertia-less system can be achieved
by sharing the active power with neighbouring community microgrids. The frequency
deviation will be significant when the load demand is too high, and the available RESs
(in coupled MGs) are unable to supply the load demand. Under these circumstances, this
will impose too much burden on the frequency control units. Hence, it is desirable that
the active power should be ‘re-shared’ among DG units after the primary droop control
action, so that proper load sharing may occur [177].
On the other hand, the MGs should be decoupled in order to maintain system stability.
In this condition, a seamless connection/recommission is required for the smooth
operation of power-sharing among the neighbouring MGs. Lots of research has been
conducted for seamless transfer [178]–[181] of operation modes between grid and
islanded microgrid. But a seamless (re)connection between the neighbouring islanded
microgrids has not been addressed till date. In a grid-connected system, the reconnection
mainly depends on the grid forming and grid following inverter modes [182], [183] and
need to control the voltage only as the stiff grid governs the frequency. But, in the
inertialess isolated microgrids, frequency regulation plays an essential role in seamless
reconnection. In this research work, an improved double layer droop control strategy is
proposed for frequency/voltage control to address this issue. Further, a (dis)connection
topology is developed based on that, in order to (de)couple the MGs seamlessly. The
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proposed controller is robust, and it does not have any effect on the power-sharing
accuracy between the microgrids. The Matlab based simulation and real-time simulatorbased HIL experimental results provide the accuracy of the proposed controller.

5.2 Proposed methodology for frequency/voltage regulation
The state of the art of the proposed research area, indicates that the frequency/voltage
of any isolated microgrid primary controller with the droop function will deviate from
its nominal value as long as the total nominal power output is different from the
consumption of real power. Further, to connect the isolated neighbouring community
microgrids, a proper connection and disconnection topology has to be designed. Thus, a
secondary controller is required to restore the frequency/voltage and to achieve a
seamless connection/disconnection. In order to summarise this, the control objectives of
this research work are:
1) Restore the frequency to its nominal value i.e.,
𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑡→∞ 𝜔𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝜔0 , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑁

(6.1)

And for ensure the real power-sharing accuracy, i.e.,
𝑃𝑀𝐺𝑖
𝑃𝑀𝐺𝑘

𝑘

= 𝑘 𝜔𝑖 , ∀𝑖, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑁

(6.2)

𝜔𝑘

where k  i and k  k are the active power droop gain of the ith and kth CMG inverter. That
value can be chosen according to the DG rating. In primary control, the frequency droop
gain is usually chosen as the inverse proportion of power rating.
2) Design a seamless connection/disconnection between the isolated CMGs
A distributed secondary controller has been proposed in this research work. The
proposed secondary controller restores the system frequency to its nominal value and
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helps for the seamless reconnection of the CMGs and the available active power sharing.
The secondary controller generates the frequency and voltage control inputs for the
primary controller.
ω

V

ω0

V0
ΔV

Δω
ωn

Vn

P0

Pn

Q0

P

Qn

(a)

Q

(b)

Figure 5.1 Conventional droop control (a) p-f droop control (b) V-Q droop control

The main focus of this thesis work of the secondary controller is to restore the
frequency to its nominal value and to improve the active power sharing accuracy. Though
in the similar way the secondary controller could be designed for voltage restoration in
rural isolated microgrid. The conventional frequency droop control (f-P), as shown in
equation 5.3 and illustrated in Figure 5.1, is a very well-known and established technique
for power-sharing. A disadvantage of this technique is the nominal value of frequency
and voltage changes if output active and reactive power is a deviation from its nominal
value (P0). If the ratio of active/reactive power varies, the voltage and frequency
fluctuate, and that can cause improper power-sharing between CMGs. This is the most
important trade-off between transient responsiveness and stability: deciding how much
gain to use, which was the objective of the previous chapter.
In order to solve this problem, improved droop control is proposed, as shown in
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Figure. 5.2. The deviation of active power from its nominal value can be compensated
on its own by shifting the f-P droop line to restore the system frequency. By shifting this,
the system frequency can be controlled to its rated value individually in each CMG. To
eliminate the frequency deviation, a correction factor is added to the frequency droop
equation in terms of a time-varying filter of the frequency error (Δω).
ω
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ωi
V0
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V0d
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Δω
V0q

P0

P1

P3

P2

ωn

P

ω0

α

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.2 Proposed improved double layered droop control

Figure 5.2 has shown the droop control frequency restoration example of the
participating inverter of the CMG. Initially, when the inverter operates in standalone
mode, at point A, with frequency ω0, provides the active power P1. Due to the change of
any load demand, the frequency drifts to ωn (Point B). At that moment the power supplied
by the inverter is P2. After activating the frequency restoration control, the frequency
droop gain is adjusted (to the C point) such that the system frequency returns to its
nominal value, preserving the inverter's power output. The same topology is adopted for
both the synchronising isolated inverter of the CMGs. This frequency restoration feature
eventually reduces the phase angle error between the participating inverters. This acts as
a natural ‘pre-synchronization’ step, without requiring any additional control action for
that. The droop line may be changed to point D once the seamless coupling controller is
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engaged to achieve precise power-sharing as per common demand.
In conventional droop control for the ith inverter:
For f-P droop control,
𝜔𝑛 − 𝜔0 = −𝑘𝜔(𝑃𝑛 − 𝑃𝑜 )

(6.3)

𝜔𝑛 − 𝜔0 = −𝑘𝜔 𝛥𝑃 ⇒ 𝛥𝜔 = −𝑘𝜔 𝛥𝑃

(6.4)

where, k𝜔 is the f-P droop coefficient and when the active power is Pn, the frequency
is n,.
Further the instantaneous power of the ith CMG inverter (Pi) can be calculated as:
𝜔

𝑃𝑖 = 𝑆+𝜔𝑐 (𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑑 𝐼0𝑖𝑑 + 𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑞 𝐼𝑜𝑖𝑞 )

(6.5)

𝑐

or can be written as
𝜔

𝑃𝑖 = 𝑠+𝜔𝑐 𝑃𝑖 (𝑠)

(6.6)

𝑐

where s is the Laplace operator, Pi(s) is the instantaneous value of the community
microgrid power and ωc is the cut-off frequency for the power calculation filter. Void,
Voiq, Ioid, Ioiq are the d and q axis component of the ith inverter output voltage and current
respectively.
In order to restore the frequency (ω01) a corrective term (Δω) has to be added with the
differed value. To represent this mathematically,
𝜔01 = 𝜔𝑛 + 𝛥𝜔

(6.7)

where 𝛥𝜔 = −𝑘𝜔 𝛥𝑃𝑖 = −𝑘𝜔 𝑉oid 𝛥𝐼oid

(6.8)

For the control requirement, in order to maintain unity power factor, as the I0iq
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reference is zero, the change in active power (ΔPi), could be represented as the change
in d axis component of the current (ΔIoid), if the void is kept constant, which is the case
in the present scenario.
Now assuming, 𝐾𝑝 = −𝑘𝜔 𝑉oid so that,
𝛥𝜔 = 𝐾𝑝 (𝑡)𝛥𝐼𝑜𝑖𝑑

(6.9)

Finally, 𝜔01 = 𝜔𝑛 + 𝐾𝑝 𝛥𝐼𝑜𝑖𝑑

(6.10)

Further in Laplace domain, the equation 7 and 4 can be written as,
𝜔

𝜔01 (𝑠) = 𝜔0 (𝑠) − 𝑘𝜔 𝑠+𝜔𝑐 𝛥𝑃𝑖 (𝑠) + 𝛥𝜔

(6.11)

𝑐

Equation (11) can be written as𝐾𝑔 𝜔𝑠

𝜔

𝜔01 (𝑠) = 𝜔0 (𝑠) − 𝑘𝜔 𝑠+𝜔𝑐 𝑃𝑖 (𝑠) + 𝑠+𝜔 (𝜔0 (𝑠) − 𝜔01 (𝑠))
𝑐

𝑠

(6.12)

where ωs is the additional filter cut-off frequency and Kg is its time varying gain. It is
interesting to further expand this equation𝜔

𝜔01 (𝑠) = 𝜔0 (𝑠) − 𝑘𝑥 (𝑠) 𝑠+𝜔𝑐 𝑃𝑖 (𝑠)

(6.13)

𝑐

𝑠+𝜔

Where 𝑘𝑥 (𝑠) = 𝑘𝜔 𝑠+(1+𝐾 𝑠 )𝜔
𝑔

𝑠

The block diagram of the proposed control topology for each inverter in MGs is
presented in Figure 5.3.

ωd

P

P and Q
Calculation

Conventional
droop Control
Q

Vd

ωref

Proposed droop
control

Vref

Figure 5.3 Block diagram of the proposed control topology.
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5.3 System structure
The overall schematic diagram for two neighbouring isolated MGs are presented in
Figure 5.4. It is assumed that both the MGs are PV based MGs and as a backup power
supply, in both the MGs BESS is installed. Both the microgrids have their own local
loads. It can be observed from equation 5.11 and 5.12, that the restoration of voltage and
frequency is based on the d-axis component of the terminal voltage. So, it is to be
assumed that the MG should have sufficient power to execute the proposed controller
and in order to do that, both the MGs are connected with the BESS.
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Figure 5.4 Structures of MGs understudy
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5.4 Control topology for seamless (de)coupling of
neighbouring MGs
In this section, a comprehensive discussion has been presented for control topology
of the seamless connection of the neighbouring MGs for available power-sharing. In the
previous section 5.2, we have seen if the voltage and frequency setpoints are varied then
droop curve is shifted vertically upwards or downwards to arrive at the desired output
values. In this proposed research, MGs can be operated in two modes, -either in
standalone (only supplying its own load demand) or in interconnected mode with
neighbouring MGs. In the case of operating in standalone mode, the proposed control
layout (as shown in Figure 5.3) defines the operating frequency and voltage as per the
nominal value of the setpoints. But in inter-connection mode, a secondary control
topology must be adopted. The proposed control layout for the voltage and frequency
setpoint calculation with the proposed secondary control is presented in Figure 5.5.

fset
Vset

Primary Controller
(As shown in Fig. 5.3)
Set

fset

Secondary Controller

fcop
Coupling Controller

Vcop

Decoupling
Controller

fdec

Point

Vset
Calculator

Vdec

Figure 5.5 Proposed frequency-voltage controller for seamless connection
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For a smooth transition between standalone mode to interconnected mode, a
connection and disconnection strategy is presented. This secondary scheme produces
necessary frequency and voltage deviation for a smooth transition between standalone
mode to interconnected mode. This voltage and frequency deviations (Vcop, fcop, Vdec, fdec)
contribute to defining the new setpoints of the primary controller’s voltage and
frequency.

5.4.1 Coupling Controller
The foremost function of the coupling controller is to ensure a smooth transition
between standalone mode to interconnected mode, without affecting the performance of
each individual MG. In standalone mode, the voltage and the frequency setpoints are
governed by the proposed controller, and for the interconnection, the parameters of both
the MGs must be adapted to match all the values before actual closure of the contactor
switch. To eliminate any abnormal transient behaviour and instability in transition, a
synchronization principle is devised. The difference in voltage magnitude, frequency and
phase of the voltage of two microgrids is reduced to the very low limit for the seamless
transition of modes. The magnitude of the error value is reduced by creating an additional
frequency. The layout of the algorithm is presented in Figure 5.6. As shown in Figure
5.6, the coupling controller consists of a voltage error and frequency error controller.
Coupling of two systems with a large voltage magnitude difference can cause a voltage
drop in the coupled system. In order to match the voltage of two microgrids, the voltage
difference between the two microgrids is fed to the PI controller. The PI controller tries
to minimize this error and bring voltages of the two systems as close as possible. The
selected signal is passed through a first-order filter to generate the final voltage deviation,
Vcop. Similarly, the frequency error signal of both the microgrids is passed through a PI
controller to minimise the error, and finally, fcop is generated to create the final frequency
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deviation. Another criteria for coupling is to reduce phase angle difference. The integral
of frequency difference over time produce the relative phase angle. So, practically
minimizing the frequency deviation, actually minimises the phase error as well.
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+
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fmg2

fcop

Delay

0

Vmg1

+

-

PID
Controller

Verr

Delay

Enable
Signal

Vmg2

Vcop

0
Figure 5.6 Layout of the coupling controller

Once all the error signals are within acceptable limits for a minimum period of 10
cycles (~ 0.2 sec), the enable signal is triggered, and seamless coupling of neighbouring
microgrids are established. Figure 5.7 shows the considered maximum error limits for
voltage, frequency and phase.

|Verr| < 4V

<

|ferr| < 0.15Hz

Enable Signal

|δerr| < 5°

Figure 5.7 Connection criteria
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5.4.2 Decoupling Controller
The de-coupling controller confirms a smooth and seamless transition from
interconnected mode to standalone mode and also ensures the associated disturbances in
the interconnected systems are minimal. These standalone systems also have some
limitations like they cannot be overloaded for an indefinitely long time and if the local
load demand increases beyond the capacity of coupled MG, then it is advised to bring
back the coupled MG to a standalone mode for individual load shedding purposes. Figure
5.8 shows the layout of the decoupling controller. The active and reactive power at the
coupling point are measured and compared with zero, and the error signal is passed
through a PI controller to generate the voltage and frequency deviation Vdec and fdec.
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Figure 5.8 Layout of the decoupling controller

The controller prepares for the system disconnection when Perr and Qerr fall below
0.001 pu or the power of MG1 and MG2 exceed their rated values. Figure 5.9 shows the
disconnection criteria for the decoupling controller.
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|Perr|< 0.001 pu.

<

|Qerr|< 0.001 pu.

Enable Signal
|PMG1+PMG2|< 24 kW

Figure 5.9 Disconnection criteria

5.4.3 Setpoint calculation for the primary controller
As the MGs are capable of working in standalone modes, the voltage and frequency
setpoints are defined by the local controllers. Figure 5.10 shows the final set point
calculation for each MG. When the enable signals are high in the coupling, and decoupling controller, the frequency and voltage deviation are produced and are added to
the nominal value of voltage and frequency to define the final setpoint value of the
primary controller.

fnominal
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Vnominal
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+

fdec
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Figure 5.10 Final setpoint calculation
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5.5 Working principle
The integration technique of the proposed double-layer droop control with the
secondary coupling and de-coupling controller is presented in Figure 5.11. The precise
control topology of MG 1 is shown in Figure 5.11. The setpoints of voltage and
frequency from the secondary controller is given to the primary droop controller to set
the operating frequency and voltage of the microgrid. In case of standalone mode both
the microgrids operates on its own and delivers the power to the local load but in
interconnected mode both the microgrids delivers the total load connected to it and the
power is shared according to the droop controller.

5.6 Simulation results
The proposed control strategies for frequency and voltage regulation, seamless
(de)coupling between the MGs, as described in this chapter, are assessed and verified in
this section. All the system parameters for the Matlab based simulation study are
provided in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Assumed System parameters
System Parameters
Dc Link Capacitor

2000 µF

Filter Inductor (L1)

1350 µH

Filter Inductor (L2)

300 µH

Filter Capacitor

240 µF

Power Rating for MG1 Inverter

10 kW

Power Rating for MG2 Inverter

10 kW

BESS Capacity in MG1

5 kWh

BESS Capacity in MG 2

5 kWh

Frequency drooping gain

0.05 rad/s/W

Voltage drooping gain

0.01 /W

5.6.1 Frequency Restoration
To prove the efficacy of the proposed improved frequency and voltage droop
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controller, two different situations have been considered. In the first one both the
microgrids are connected with 4 kW load individually. At the simulation time, instant 1
sec both the loads are increased to 5 kW, and the effectiveness of the proposed controller
is analysed. Voltage and current profile of the MG1 are shown in Figure 5.12. It can be
observed that both voltage and current are in phase and voltage amplitude remains stable
after load change. Figure 5.13 shows the power and frequency profile of the MG1. A
comparison is shown in the frequency profile with the proposed double-layer droop
control and conventional droop control. It can be observed from the simulation results,
the frequency profile is much smoother in proposed droop control compared to
conventional droop control, though both the frequencies are within the acceptable limit.

Figure 5.12 Voltage and current profile of MG1

In the second situation, both the microgrids are connected to 7 kW load and at the
simulation time, instant 1 sec both the loads are increased to 11 kW. The power and
frequency profile of MG2 is shown in Figure 5.14. Similar to the previous case study,
the stability of frequency profile is higher in proposed droop control compared to the
conventional droop control as in conventional droop control, the frequency is oscillating
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in nature during any transient.

Figure 5.13 Microgrid 1 load demand and frequency profile

Figure 5.14 Microgrid 1 load demand and frequency profile

5.6.2 Seamless interconnection of Microgrids
To establish a smooth seamless transition from standalone mode to interconnected
mode, a control topology is developed as discussed in section 5.4. When enable signal
of the coupling controller is triggered, the controller generates the frequency and voltage
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deviation, which contribute to define the final setpoint value of the MGs. After checking
the required connection criteria as shown in Figure 5.7, the breaker connecting to the
network and both the MGs come to coupled condition. To check the efficiency of the
proposed controller, both the MGs are connected to 6 kW load and at the simulation time,
1 sec the coupling controller enable signal is triggered. As shown in Figure 5.15, both
the MGs are delivering 6kW load demand, and they have their own different frequency
profile, but after getting coupled at 1 sec both have the same frequency profile. As we
can see from the frequency profile, the coupled system takes only 0.05 sec to stabilize.

Figure 5.15 Illustration of the seamless interconnection of MGs

5.6.3 Power sharing performance in an inter-connected mode
The power-sharing performance of the proposed improved droop control is discussed
in this section. To examine the power-sharing performance of the proposed controller,
MG 1 is connected to 8 kW load, and MG 2 is connected to 6 kW load. They are
supplying their own load demand up to 1 sec of the simulation time. At this time, the
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enable signal of the coupling controller is triggered. After coupling both the MGs share
the total load demand and as a result, both the MGs contribute 7 kW each (as the total
load demand is 14 kW) to the total load demand. The power-sharing performance of the
MGs are illustrated in Figure 5.16.

Figure 5.16 Power sharing performance in interconnected mode.

5.6.4 Seamless de-coupling of the MGs
The main objective of the decoupling controller is a seamless transfer of a coupled
MG to a standalone MG without affecting the system stability. In this case study initially,
both the MGs have 12 kW load demand. In this condition, another 2 kW load demand is
increased in MG1 then; the decoupling controller enables signal is triggered
automatically. After satisfying all the disconnection criteria, the breaker operates, and
both the MGs become isolated. As shown in Figure 5.17 both the MGs are supplying 16
kW load demand initially, and at 1 sec simulation time when the MG 1 load demand is
increased by 2 kW, the disconnection controller operates and without affecting the
system stability, a seamless disconnection occurs.
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Figure 5.17 Illustration of seamless decoupling

5.6.5 Reconnection after decoupling

Figure 5.18 Reconnection of MGs after decoupling

In this case study, a reconnection is attempted immediately after a disconnection
occurs; to check the efficacy of all the proposed controllers. Like the previous case study
initially, the load demand of both the MGs is 12 kW, and at the simulation time, 1 sec, 2
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kW load demand in MG 1 is increased. In this situation, the decoupling controller
operates and decouples the MGs. Immediately after that at simulation time 1.5 sec, the
excess 2 kW load demand is reduced, and again the coupling enable signal is triggered.
As shown in Figure 5.18, throughout the simulation, the frequency remains in the
allowable range, which enables a seamless reconnection again.

5.7 Experimental validation
The implementation of MGs with the controller hardware in loop design is done with
PLECS RT box with F28335 breakout board controller and OPAL-RT simulator. In HIL
application power stage of MG 1 is emulated in the PLECS RT box, and the power stage
of breaker with MG 2 is implemented in OPAL-RT simulator. The digital signal
processor F28335 connected to the PLECS RT box with breakout board acts as a
controller of the system. The details specifications of the OPAL-RT, PLECS RT box and
F28335 controller is given in Chapter 3. In order to summarize this, the hardware module
has 3 main blocks, as shown in Figure 5.11.
 PLECS RT box which emulates the power stage of Microgrid 1.
 OPAL RT simulator which emulates the power stage of Microgrid 2 with the
breaker.
 Breakout board with F28335 controller connected to PLECS RT box acts as a
controller.
The results shown in the next subsection proves the efficacy of the proposed
controller.

5.7.1 Normal operation with frequency restoration:
The Hardware in Loop experimental result, as shown in Figure 5.19, provides a
normal operating condition of isolated MGs, where both the MGs are supplying their
individual loads, respectively. In this scenario, MG1 and MG2 both are supplying 35A
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(~ 10 kW) and 25A (~ 8 kW) of load current individually while the frequency is
maintained within the acceptable limit.

MG Voltage

MG 1 Load Current

MG 2 Load Current

Operating
Frequency

Figure 5.19 MG1 and MG2 are operating in islanded mode

MG 1 Load Current

MG 2 Load Current
Frequency restoration
controller triggered

Figure 5.20 Illustration of frequency restoration controller

Now, in order to restore the frequency, the frequency restoration controller is
triggered. As captured in Figure 5.20, the zoomed frequency plot shows, the frequency
is restored to its nominal value. These experimental results provide a satisfactory test of
frequency restoration controller.
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5.7.2 Seamless coupling of MGs and power-sharing performance
In this case study initially, both the MGs are delivering the required load demand
separately, and after that, the coupling controller is triggered. As shown in Figure 5.21,
both the microgrids are coupled seamlessly, without creating any sudden transient in
voltage/current profile. It can also be observed that the frequency, measured in MG1 is
also maintained within the acceptable limit. The power-sharing performance of the
proposed droop controller is also verified in this case study. It can be observed that, after
coupling, the total load current is shared equally between the MGs. This case study
provides satisfactory testing of the proposed seamless coupling and droop controller
performance.

MG Voltage

MG 1 Load Current

Coupling controller activated

MG 2 Load Current

Operating
Frequency

Figure 5.21 Illustration of seamless coupling of MGs

A comparative result has been captured, where MGs are coupled by using the forced
breaker switching, without activating the coupling controller. The result, as shown in
Figure 5.22, provides a clear idea of how the system can be unstable without a proper
coupling controller. The sudden transient in load current and a voltage dip can collapse
the total system.
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Voltage Dip

MG 1 Load Current
MG 2 Load Current
Sudden increase in load current
ISS on, without activating
coupling controller

Figure 5.22 Illustration of MG coupling without activating the coupling controller

5.7.3 Seamless decoupling of MGs
In this case study, a similar approach has been taken in order to verify the efficacy of
the decoupling controller.

MG Voltage

MG 1 Load Current

MG 2 Load Current

Decoupling controller activated

Operating
Frequency

Figure 5.23 Illustration of seamless decoupling of MGs
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Initially, both the MGs are in coupled condition, and the total load demand is shared
equally between them. After activating the decoupling controller, MGs are separated and
supplying the individual load demand. It can be observed from Figure 5.23 that the
decoupling is achieved seamlessly, and the system stability is maintained without
creating any sudden transient in voltage/current profile.

5.7.4 Reconnection after decoupling
In this case study, a reconnection is attempted after decoupling and successfully
achieved.

MG Voltage

Decoupling
controller activated

MG 1 Load Current

MG 2 Load Current

Operating
Frequency

Coupling controller
activated

Figure 5.24 Illustration of seamless reconnection of MGs

A smooth transition between the standalone and interconnected mode is achieved
without creating any stability issue in the system. The zoomed plot, as shown in Figure
5.24, proves the efficacy of the proposed controller. The capture results also show the
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droop controller performance after reconnection. After re-connection loads are
appropriately shared without creating any communication/computational delay.

5.8 Conclusion
An enhancement in droop control is proposed in this chapter to maintain the system
voltage and frequency to its nominal value. An extra layer of control topology is
proposed in droop control, which uses the d-axis component of the terminal voltage to
maintain the system voltage and frequency. MATLAB based simulation and HIL based
experimental results for a series of possible different case studies conclude the following:
 The improved droop control is able to keep the system voltage and frequency
close to the nominal value. Different transient conditions like load change,
coupling to other MG and decoupling are considered, and the efficiency of the
proposed controller is shown in the simulation and real-time results in section
5.6 and 5.7.
 A coupling and decoupling controller is also implemented in this chapter. A
seamless coupling and decoupling are achieved using the topology of
proposed droop control. The proposed controller is also able to reconnect the
neighbouring MG after decoupling seamlessly (case study 5.7.5). The powersharing accuracy of the proposed droop control is not compromised during
any transient situation.
 The unique hardware-in-loop experimental model has been developed, and the
proposed controller has been tested successfully.
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Chapter 6

Stability Analysis of Autonomous
Microgrid with Proposed Droop Control
6.1 Introduction
Load shedding and intelligent demand response can be implemented to avoid
overloading in a rural, isolated MG. In order to minimise the load shedding, isolated rural
MGs can be coupled together to support each other, if there is any available power in
neighbouring MG. The concept of CMG is explored exclusively in the previous chapters.
The proper utilisation of available resources in CMG to enhance the coupling advantage
is achieved. To achieve the power-sharing, the steady-state voltage and frequency is
differed from its nominal value and settled down within the acceptable limit for isolated
MGs. Therefore, to restore the system voltage and frequency to its nominal value, a
double layer droop control is proposed.
Lots of research has been conducted on the CMG, in order to support the rural,
isolated power system during any grid fault, grid maintenance, or in any emergency
overload condition [184]–[187]. Two or more neighbouring microgrid can be coupled
together to support any contingency is proposed in [188]. The CMG can also be formed
if the individual MGs are operating in Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) mode
as well [189]. Also, research has been conducted on a temporary connection to enhance
resilience during any fault [190]. Centralised and decentralised approach [184], [191],
[192], decision-making tools [185], economic concerns [193], optimal power exchange
through robust optimization based control [194] also have been introduced to enhance
the reliability, energy trading cost and reliability of CMG. Optimal power exchange
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through a bi-directional or back to back converter [195], [196], high voltage dc line [197]
is also introduced. The dynamic security and reliability aspect also has been evaluated
[197]. Also, a small signal stability-based decision-making algorithm [198]–[200] is
also presented for coupling the MGs. The stability analysis with different key factors is
also evaluated in these research.
However, the impact of interconnecting tie-line in isolated MG is not addressed well
by the research community. As in the rural, isolated MG, the X/R ratio is very low, and
that can lead to a significant stability issue and voltage drop for coupling the MG. In this
chapter, the stability of the proposed controller is studied using the eigenvalue analysis
method. The Small Signal Model (SSM) of each converter with internal voltage and
current control loop, droop control, double layer frequency restoration control and
resistive rural network with different loads are analysed. This chapter will also illustrate
the limitation of the coupling network with different tie-line parameters.

Lf1

Rural Network
Rf1

Iinv1

I01
RLoad1
IL1

Cf1

Ll

I02

Rf2

PCC

LLoad1

IL2

Lf2
Iinv2

RLoad2

Vo1
Vinv1

Rl

Vinv2

Cf2

LLoad2

Vo2

Figure 6.1 Equivalent circuit and power flow of coupled MG

6.2 Equivalent circuit diagram of coupled MG
Figure 6.1 shows the general structure of interconnected standalone MG. The
equivalent circuit diagram consists of two voltage sources, LC filter, rural network and
R, L loads. The complete controller structure with voltage and current control loop, droop
control and double layer frequency restoration control is depicted in Figure 6.3. In the
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following sections, the SSM of each individual component of the control structure is
developed.

6.3 Inverter control structure of standalone MG
The active power control between the MGs is generally achieved by changing the
phase angle between the MG inverters. This is usually accomplished by using droop
control where the frequency is regulated by using droop equation (6.1)-

1   0  mpP

(6.1)

Where mp is the droop gain, ɷ1 is the output frequency of the MG1, ɷ0 is the nominal
frequency, and ΔP is the power supplied from MG1 to MG2 (or vice versa). The phase
angle difference is modified according to the function of power supplies to another MG.
The phase angle difference between the MGs can be defined as the following equation i   ( i   j )dt

In the above equation, ɷi and

(6.2)

ɷj

are the final output frequency of MG1 and MG2

respectively. In the coupled system in case of any load change, the output frequency will
change and will settle down in a steady-state frequency. The settled steady-state
frequency are most likely to differ from the nominal value ɷn. In order to restore the
frequency, a restoration technique has been proposed in Chapter 5. Section 5.2 gives a
comprehensive analysis of MG frequency restoration. The required amount of frequency
component (let’s say, ɷreq) to restore the frequency is determined by the d axis
component of the output voltage. The output frequency of each inverter after restoration
will be

 01  1  req

(6.3)
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Each inverter of MGs has a voltage and current control loop implemented in d-q
coordinates. A single-phase system can directly convert into αβ frame without any matrix
transformation. An imaginary variable obtained by shifting the original signal
(voltage/current) by 90 degrees and thus the original signal and imaginary signal
represent the variable in αβ co-ordinates. Figure 6.2 shows the single-phase to d-q
transformation.

αβ

IL

90 degrees
shift

d-q

ILd
ILq

Figure 6.2 Single-phase to d-q transformation

The internal voltage control loop generates the d and q axis current references for the
current controller. As both current and voltage control loop operates in d-q coordinates,
a proportional-integral (PI) controller is implemented. It is to be noted that the current
controller is usually ten times faster than the voltage controller. The electrical phase
angle θ01 is generated by integrating the output frequency of the coupled system-

 01   (1   req )dt    01dt

(6.4)

Figure 6.3 provides a complete architecture of the control topology implemented for
each inverter in MG.
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Power and frequency Calculation
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Figure 6.3 Proposed standalone MG controller

6.4 Small signal modelling of the proposed system
In this section, the state space equations of the proposed systems with all the proposed
controllers are derived. The power circuit with the desired power flow is shown in Figure
6.2, whereas the proposed controller is shown in Figure 6.3. The state equations of the
primary voltage and current controllers are already available in different literature [199],
[201], [202]. In the following sections, a detailed analysis of all the controllers are
presented.
As stated earlier the proposed controllers are designed in d-q reference frame, so-

I 01  I 01  jI 01
I e
01

 j 01

 I  jI
01 d

(6.5)
(6.6)

01 q

I  ( I  jI )e 

j 01

01

01 d

(6.7)

01 q

The transformation of α-β frame to d-q frame is shown in the previous equation, where
θ01 is obtained from 6.4 equation.
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The state-space equations each inverter output current, filtered voltage and load
current is shown below-

Rf 1
vinv1d v 01d
Iinv1d 

Lf 1
Lf 1
Lf 1

Iinv1d   01Iinv1q   01 Iinv1q 
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(6.9)

0d

(6.10)
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(6.12)
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(6.13)

The transmission line dynamics are shown in the following state space equations-
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(6.15)
The power calculation and droop equations are presented below:

P  vo1d.I 01d  vo1q.I 01q

(6.16)

Q  vo1q.I 01d  vo1d.I 01q

(6.17)

The power equations after filter can be written as the following, where ɷc is the filter cut-off
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P1 

c
(vo1d.I 01d  vo1q.I 01q )
s  c

(6.18)

Q1 

c
(vo1q.I 01d  vo1d.I 01q )
s  c

(6.19)

1   0  mpP

(6.20)

v1  v 0  nqQ

(6.21)

The double layered droop controller to restore the frequency

 ref  1  kpI 01d

(6.22)

Vref  V 1  kqI 01q

(6.23)

 01  1  req

(6.24)

 01   (1   req )dt

(6.25)

Considering all above equations, the state space matrix of a MG will be
X1=[Δδ01 ΔP1

ΔQ1

ΔIL1dq

ΔIinv1dq ΔV01dq ΔI01dq]T

(6.26)

Similarly, all the equations for another MG can be obtained and the state space matrix
can be written asX2=[Δδ02 ΔP2

ΔQ2

ΔIL2dq

ΔIinv2dq ΔV02dq ΔI02dq]T

(6.27)

Finally, the state space matrix for coupled MG can be written as-

X  [ X 1T

X 2T ]T

(6.28)

6.5 Eigenvalue analysis
The system parameters for eigenvalue analysis are provided in Table 6.1. With the
provided parameters the systems are assured to operate in nominal operating condition.
The eigenvalues are showing in the following plots are mainly sensitive to droop
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controller parameters, load, demand, transmission line parameters and state feedback
controllers. The dominant eigen values with the variation of different parameters are
analysed in details in the following section.
Table 6.1 Nominal system parameters
System Parameters

Values

DC Voltage (Vinv1 & Vinv2)

400 V

Inverter 1 & 2 filter inductance (Lf1 & Lf2)

6.5 mH

Inverter 1 & 2 filter capacitance (Cf1 & Cf2)

25 µF

Active power droop coefficient (mp)

4.5 X 10-5 rad/W

Reactive power droop coefficient (nq)

2.5 X 10-4 V/Var

Inverter 1 & 2 filter resistance (Rf1 & Rf2)

0.2 Ω

Resistance of line 1 & 2 (RL1 & RL2)

3.83 Ω (R/X >2); 5.83 Ω (R/X<1)

Inductance of line 1 & 2 (LL1 & LL2)

0.0053 H (R/X >2); 0.038 H (R/X<1)

Load resistance of MG1 & MG2 (RLoad1 & RLoad2)

20 Ω

Load inductance of MG1 & MG2 (LLoad1 & LLoad2)

0.5 mH

Low pass filter cutoff (ɷc)

31.4 rad/sec

The coupled system is linearised around an operating point and all the eigenvalues
are shown in the Table 6.2. The corresponding damping ratio is also calculated. All the
eigenvalues can be divided into two groups- well damped eigenvalues and potentially
problematic eigenvalues. The eigenvalues with damping ration less than 30% is
considered as problematic eigenvalues, these are not damped quickly, and these
oscillations created due to these values eventually affect the system performance. The
consequences due to these oscillations can results in loss of efficiency, control system
instability and mainly wear and tear on equipment. Oscillations in output voltage and
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current can create harmonics and affect the power quality. The proposed controller
reduces the no of problematic eigenvalues and maintain the system stability. In order to
further improve the system stability a predictive/robust controller design is required.
Table 6.2 System eigenvalues

Real

Img.

Damping Ratio

-870.913 ±180.29

100

-503.287 ±1.09*10e4

13.71

-293.616 ±1.13*10e4

27.63

-296.768 ±39.46

89.16

-101.544 ±24.83

56.91

-102.129 ±6.894

61.73

-49.725

0

-880.21 ±201.59

98.9
99.98

-506.964 ±1.171*10e4

27.67

-291.569 1.276*10e4

27.4

-295.619 ±37.49

87.5

-106.583 ±33.73

58.6

-104.237 ±7.547

60.4

-50.59

0

99.5

The locus of eigenvalues for the change of active power co-efficient (mp) is shown in
Figure 6.4. With a very high value of mp (8.1 X 10-5), the trajectory of eigenvalue reaches
almost to the right-hand side of s-plane, which indicates low system stability. In the case
of mp=8.5 X 10-5, the eigenvalue crosses the imaginary axis and indicating an unstable
operation. Similarly, Figure 6.5 shows the eigenvalues mapping with the change of
reactive droop coefficient (nq) value. It also has a significant contribution to system
stability. With the value of nq = 3.0 X 10-4, it reaches to the unstable region. It can be
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concluded that with an improper selection of droop coefficients, can lead the system to
an unstable region. In the case of, the power management-based droop control proposed
in Chapter 4, is very important to maintain the system stability, especially in the case of
asymmetric power-sharing.
Eigenvalue locus with real power droop gain change

Unstable
region

Stable region

Figure 6.4 Eigenvalue locus with real power droop gain change

Eigenvalue locus with reactive power droop gain change

Unstable
region

Stable region

Figure 6.5 Eigenvalue locus with reactive power droop gain change

Figure 6.6 shows the eigenvalue trajectory with the change of load variation. It is
obvious that, if the load demand increases and exceeds the total power rating of the MG,
then the system will lead to instability. In this case, the load demand increases and when
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it crosses beyond 10 kW, the system becomes unstable. The rural network also plays a
very important role in system stability. The strong real and reactive power coupling due
to the highly resistive line can create instability in state feedback controllers (voltage and
current controller). It can be seen from Figure 6.7 that, with a value of R/X 3.25, the
eigenvalue trajectory is leading to the imaginary axis.
Eigenvalue locus with the change of load parameters

Unstable
region

Stable region

Figure 6.6 Eigenvalue locus with load variation

Eigenvalue locus with transmission line R/X value change

Unstable
region

Stable region

Figure 6.7 Eigenvalue locus with the variation of transmission line parameter
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6.6 Simulation results
The effect of resistive line parameters and the variation of line length is shown in this
section. The variation of line length can create the voltage drop in these standalone
systems. So, it is very important to define the area of neighbouring MGs for available
resources sharing. As the rural standalone network is mainly resistive, so it is very much
vulnerable to voltage drop. The effect of line impedance on power-sharing, with
proposed and conventional droop control, is also analysed. The simulation has been
carried out in Matlab, and the system parameters are provided in Table 6.1.

6.6.1 Case Study 1: The effect of line length
The effect of resistive line length and the associated voltage drop for coupling the
neighbouring MGs is analysed in this section. The literature survey suggests that a
maximum 5 % of voltage drop is allowed in standalone MG. The droop gains should be
chosen in such a way that the voltage drop should be within the allowable range. In this
case study, a rural network is considered with an R/X ratio of 2.5.

Figure 6.8 Voltage drop analysis in a 50 KM rural network with an R/X ratio of 1.5
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Figure 6.8 shows an almost 10V voltage drop in a 50 km network, which is within the
allowable range. With the increase of line length to 80 km the voltage-drop increases to
15V as illustrated in Figure 6.9. So, it is recommended with a value of 2.5, R/X ratio of
a rural network; the power can be shared with the neighbouring MGs, which is within 75
km radius.

Figure 6.9 Voltage drop analysis in an 80 KM rural network with an R/X ratio of 1.5

6.6.2 Case Study 2: The effect of line impedance on power-sharing
The line impedance (R/X ratio) plays a crucial role in power-sharing. In the case of a
resistive rural network where R/X ratio is very high with a value of 3.5, the active power
drooping gain should be chosen very high to achieve an accurate power-sharing. In the
previous section (section 6.5), it has been shown a very high value to drooping gain can
lead the system to an unstable region. So, a proper choice of drooping gain is essential
for a stable mode of operation. The power management based asymmetric power-sharing
proposed in Chapter 4, reduce the stress on a particular MG inverter and allows the
inverter to share the power according to its availability and power rating. Figure 6.10
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shows a comparison of power-sharing accuracy of proposed droop control with different
R/X ratio. It can be shown that with the increase of line inductance, the power-sharing
accuracy will also increase. A proper choice of drooping gain with different impedance
can provide a better solution. Otherwise, a virtual impedance-based solution can be
adopted to achieve better power-sharing. The virtual impedance-based solution is
illustrated in different pieces of literature [171]–[173], and beyond the interest of this
research.

Figure 6.10 Power sharing performance of MGs with different line impedance

6.7 Conclusion
A linearized state-space model of inverter-based standalone MGs is presented in this
Chapter. Further, an eigenvalue-based stability analysis has been carried out around a
nominal operating point. A simulation-based analysis has also been carried out to check
the power-sharing performance under different line impedance. The key finding of this
chapter is summarised below-
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 The eigenvalue analysis suggests that real and reactive power droop
coefficients, line impedance, load demand play a significant role in system
stability. A proper choice of droop coefficient is required to maintain the
system stability in rural resistive network. This can be achieved by using the
proposed power management-based droop control.
 The simulation-based study suggests that in the rural network (with an R/X
ratio of 2.5) if the neighbouring MGs are within 75 KM radius, they can be
coupled together for available power-sharing.
 It also can be concluded from the simulation study that power-sharing
performance reduce with a high R/X ratio of the network. Further, a virtual
impedance-based droop control can be proposed to achieve the accuracy of
power-sharing performance.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 General conclusions
The inter-microgrid operation of power-sharing among the neighbouring MGs, a
seamless operation between the standalone mode and interconnected mode and the
stability analysis in both mode of operation has been analysed in this research work. It is
essential to ensure the stability of each unit while sharing power. Additionally, it is also
crucial to connected/disconnect the neighbouring MGs seamlessly for maintaining
system stability under different load and generation condition. In this research work,
advanced control topologies are presented in order to achieve the research objectives.
The general conclusions of this research work are summarised below1. Coupling of neighbouring isolated MGs is a great solution (in terms of
economically as well) to meet the increasing power demand. Different
coupling issues between the neighbouring isolated MGs are analysed in this
thesis.
2. An intensive literature survey has been presented for the renewable energybased standalone MGs. Different power-sharing topologies have been
reviewed, and pieces of literature suggest that droop control is the most
commonly used wireless technique for power-sharing purpose. However, a lot
of improvement is still required in case of asymmetric power-sharing and with
a very high resistive rural network. Frequency control in a rural static
microgrid is also an important issue to be addressed. The research objectives
are discussed in detail in section 1.2.
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3. A laboratory-scale MG is developed in order to prove the efficacy of the
proposed controllers. LabView based sbRIO-9683 and TI based F28335 has
been used to design the proposed controllers. Further, OPAL-RT and
PLEXIM real-time simulators are also used to testing the controllers in HIL
mode.
4. A power management based droop control in proposed to achieve the power
sharing between the neighbouring MGs. The proposed controllers help the
neighbouring MGs to couple most efficiently. An asymmetric power-sharing
is achieved using this proposed controller, which does not restrict the inverters
for equal sharing. It reduces the stress on the inverters of the MGs and
provides better stability on the system. The frequency of the coupled system
is also controlled within an acceptable range during standalone mode and
coupled mode. The simulation and experimental work have been presented to
verify the efficacy of the proposed controller.
5. Due to the absence of large power grid and intermittency of load demand and
renewable generation, the frequency of the system deviates a lot from its
nominal value. In the case of standalone static MG, it is vital to maintain the
system frequency to its nominal value. A frequency restoration technique is
presented in this research. The double-layered droop control uses the d-axis
component of the terminal voltage to restore the system frequency.
6. The seamless transition between the standalone mode and coupled-mode
should be achieved for the higher system stability and safety. When the total
load demand of the coupled MG exceeds the total capacity, the MGs should
be decoupled. In order to do that, a coupled and decoupled controller is
proposed. Based on the double-layered droop control, when the frequency of
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both the MGs is restored to the nominal value, they can be coupled/decoupled
seamlessly. The proposed technique has been tested in F28335
microcontroller with an incorporation of OPAL-RT and PLEXIM real-time
simulator.
7. A mathematical model of standalone MG is presented to analyse the stability
of the proposed system and controllers. The state-space model of the coupled
MG is also presented. An eigenvalue analysis suggests that the system stability
is sensitive to parameters like- active and reactive power droop coefficients,
rural network line parameters, state feedback controllers, load etc. The
sensitivity analysis is presented to show the eigenvalue trajectory on state
variable variations.
8. A stiff coupling between the active and reactive power components, in the
presence of the resistive rural network, can lead the system to an unstable
region, and it also deteriorates the power-sharing performance. A proper
selection of drooping gain can solve this problem. The power management
based asymmetric power-sharing solves the power-sharing issue and keep the
frequency within an acceptable limit as well.
9. A comprehensive simulation-based study suggest that the neighbouring MGs
can be coupled together (through a rural network with an R/X ratio of 1.5) for
available power-sharing if they are within a radius of 75 KM. Otherwise, the
voltage drop will exceed the allowable 5% limit.

7.2 Future work
With the increasing penetration of renewable energy sources, the implementation of
standalone MGs are also increasing. The research community is more focused to provide
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more advanced technology to ensure the robustness of the system. The research
outcomes of this thesis also provide some more research questions. Further development
of this research area is proposed as follows:
1. There is a possibility that in rural community microgrids sometimes grid power is
also available. During any severe grid fault or during any unintentional/intention
islanding the microgrid should detect the islanding robustly. A robust islanding
detection technique can be very useful. Some specific research has also been
carried out in this regard, which is included in Appendix 1. This has been
published in IEEE Transaction on Industrial Electronics.
2. The research can be extended to multi microgrid model, where different type of
renewable energy sources can be integrated together. A supervisory control
development might be required to solve the power management issues.
3. A communication system would be ideal to receive the generation and load
demand information from the neighbouring MG. The effect of communication
delay could be investigated in depth, and the effect on droop control may be
analysed.
4. The cyber-attack on the communication network and incorrect data insertion
(false data can be transmitted due to the failure of any sensor as well) can reduce
the system reliability. It could be an interesting and useful topic of research s to
overcome the false data insertion in the network.
5. A robust virtual impedance-based droop control can be proposed in case of a
highly resistive rural network. Different loads like constant power/constant
current, constant impedance loads could be addressed as well.
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6. The interaction between AD and DC rural MGs during both modes (standalone
and coupled) can be considered. The AC and DC power flow between the MGs
during coupled-mode exposes new challenges of modelling and practical work.
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Appendix A: Use of Signal Processing
Methods for Efficient Islanding
Detection in Static DG and a Parallel
Comparison with DWT Method
A.1 Introduction
In rural community MG where large grid power is available to support the local load,
the intentional / non-intentional islanding detection topology has to be developed for a
smooth operation. With addition to the previously discussed available power sharing
topologies this research work also investigated for developing a robust islanding
detection technique for a static generation-based MG. Islanding or non-islanding events
in grid-connected distributed generation brings along a typical distinguishable transient
signature in its frequency profile. Any kind of disturbances manifest transients in the
system and the nature of these transients depend upon the type of disturbances.
Frequency pattern at PCC is different for islanding and non-islanding events. The
frequency waveform at PCC is shown in Figure A.1. For islanding events, the
disturbance transients in the frequency waveform is growing or decaying for positive and
negative power mismatch respectively [203], [204] whereas for non-islanding events,
the disturbance transient is damped sinusoid. For non-islanding events, there is a
participation from the grid towards damping these oscillations by sharing of active and/or
reactive power appropriately. This demarcation leads to the development of a new
islanding protection approach, which is based on the estimation of frequency waveform
parameter (transient's frequency) by Matrix Pencil (MP) method.
As power mismatch increases, steepness of the frequency deviation curve also
increases and this results in less number of cycles/ revolution within the particular time.
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Thus, the disturbance ‘transient’s frequency’ for islanding event increases as power
mismatch decreases and it reaches up to its maximum value (Th2) when power mismatch
is zero and it will depend on the system configuration. This disturbance ‘transient’s
frequency’ for non-islanding event (load switching, capacitor bank switching,
distribution line faults, etc.) is much higher than Th2. The threshold value (Th2) of
disturbance transient’s frequency is determined by performing a series of simulations
with different possible case study scenario. Thus, it has been determined that islanding
event occurs, when the disturbance ‘transient’s frequency’ lies between zero to Th2.

Frequency Waveform at PCC (Hz)
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Figure A.0.1 Behaviour of frequency at PCC

A.2 Proposed matrix pencil (MP) method and its application
Matrix pencil (MP) method is a class of mathematical approach to estimate signal
parameters of a signal consisting of multiple damped sinusoids. In the context of
identification of islanding events, the estimation of real-time frequency components is
of interest and a formulation of MP approach is presented in the following.
In general, the waveform to be analysed from an islanding event can be expressed as
M

y ( n )   ak e (  d k  j 2 f k ) n   ( n )

n = 0, 1, ...., N-1

k 1
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(A.1)

Where ak , f , d ,are the complex amplitude, transient frequency and damping factor of
k

k

the kth sinusoidal component, M represents the number of the sinusoids present in the
signal,  accounts for the noise in the signal (assumed to be white) and N is the total
number of samples.
The estimation of the amplitude │αk│is possible, using a least square formulation if
the other parameters of the signal are known. However, the estimation of transient
frequencies fk related to the estimation of the poles −𝑑𝑘 + 𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘 of the signal, can be
obtained by different approaches and is a non-trivial matter. MP method is followed to
estimate fk as outlined briefly by the following derivation.
MP method uses certain properties of the underlying signal. Let us define
𝒚𝑖 = [𝑦𝑖

𝑦𝑖+1

.. ..

𝑦𝑁−𝐿+𝑖−1 ]𝑇

(A.2)

Data matrix of order (𝑁 − 𝐿)(𝐿 + 1) is directly obtained from the data sequence y(n) as

𝒀(𝑁−𝐿)x(𝐿+1) = [𝒚𝐿

𝒚𝐿−1

..

. . 𝒚1 𝑦0 ]

(A.3)

where, L is called the pencil parameter. Some results from [203], [205] are used for
transient frequency estimation in this chapter. To use some results from Theorem 2.1 in
[203] two new matrices are formed. These two matrices 𝒀1 and 𝒀2 are derived from 𝒀 by
deleting its last and first row respectively.
𝒀1 (𝑁−𝐿)x𝐿 = [𝒚𝐿−1
𝒀2 (𝑁−𝐿)x𝐿 = [𝒚𝐿

..

𝒚𝐿−2
𝒚𝐿−1

..

. . 𝒚0 ]
. . 𝒚1 ]

(A.4)
(A.5)

According to Cramer-Rao bound, L is chosen between N/3 and 2N/3 for the optimum
estimator and efficient data filtering [205]–[208].
In this section, prior to applying the MP approach, singular value decomposition
(SVD) is proposed to be performed on the matrix Y for de-noising.
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Y  U V H and U H YV  

Here,

(.) H

(A.6)

is hermitian operator, U  YY H and V  Y H Y are the unitary matrices, and main

diagonal elements of  represents the individual singular value  i of the matrix Y.
These eigenvalues are arranged in descending order

1   2 

 i 

  min( L, N-L+1 ) .

If

the data is free from noise, M  max(i) for which M  max(i) .
If noise is also present in the signal, the singular values smaller than a certain value
(α) are considered as noise and are filtered out by choosing a signal component number
(M) such that M  max(i) for which  i   .
 max

The value of α is chosen depending on the application. In the application in this
research, since high frequency noises are to be eliminated, a low value (e.g. 10-3) is to be
chosen.
After getting the value of M, M-dominant singular value vector of matrix V is selected
to form new signal matrices V, and the rest M+1 to L are discarded.
s is

obtained from the M columns of  corresponding to the M-dominant singular

values, 𝑾1 and 𝑾2 are derived from these two matrices as follows. Here, matrices
and

V2s

are formed from

Vs

V1s

by deleting its last and first rows, respectively.

W1  U s V1s

(A.7)

W2  U s V2 s

(A.8)

Eigenvalues k are the signal poles and can be found by using the concept of MoorePenrose or pseudo-inverse as follows

W

1

H

W1  W2   I M  M
1

(A.9)
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Frequency f k and damping coefficients dk of the signal components are estimated
by using (10) and (11) respectively
fk 

k
2

(A.10)

d k  Re(log( k ))

(A.11)
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No
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Figure A.0.2 Flow chart of proposed islanding detection with MP method

A flowchart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure A.2. In this case, the
frequency of the PCC voltage signal is measured using phase locked loop (PLL) and
sampled with a sampling rate of 10 kHz. Then the difference between measured and
nominal frequency (50 Hz) is compared with a threshold (Th1) to discriminate whether
the system is in normal operating condition or not. If the difference between measured
and nominal frequency crosses the threshold limit (Th1), it means the system is subjected
to noticeable disturbance, and subsequently it initiates data buffering. When buffered
data samples are equal to 1000 samples, it goes to the transient frequency estimation
block. In transient frequency estimation block, Matrix pencil function is embedded into
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MATLAB Simulink to estimate the transient frequency. Estimated transient frequency
is compared with threshold (Th2) in order to discriminate the islanding and non-islanding
events. When estimated transient frequency lies between zero and Th2 (indicative of
islanding event), the islanding detection block disables the PWM signals to stop further
DG generation. If transient frequency lies outside the upper and Th2 (indicating nonislanding event), PWM signal remains enabled and DG generation continues until further
detection of disturbances. The algorithm continues to check the frequency difference to
distinguish between islanding and non-islanding events.

A.3 DWT-based islanding detection method
DWT has the ability to analyse signals in both time and frequency domains
simultaneously. DWT decomposes the signal into different frequency bands. This helps
in reducing the computational burden, extracting the features and eliminating the noise.
The energy of the DWT coefficients depends upon the number of frequency components
and their strength that lies within the frequency band of DWT coefficients. DWT based
islanding detection employs the concept of change in frequency components from grid
connected to islanded mode. According to that change, it sets up thresholds to detect
islanding events. This feature makes it powerful in the detection of islanding events, but
it can also mal-operate when frequency change for other disturbance is analogous to
islanding events.
Authors in [209]–[213] presented a DWT based passive island detection technique.
In this research, PCC voltage signal is acquired with sampling frequency 5 kHz.
Daubechies 4 (DB4) is used as mother wavelet to evaluate DWT coefficients of PCC
voltage signal. PCC voltage signal is decomposed up to four level d1 (1250-2500 Hz), d2
(625-1250 Hz), d3 (312.5-625 Hz) and d4 (156.25-312.5 Hz) using the multi-resolution
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analysis.
The characteristic of different DWT coefficient for normal and islanding condition
are analysed when the grid is free from harmonics. It is found that difference in energy
of d2 level coefficient for grid connected, and islanded mode is maximum as compared
to other levels. Thus, the d2 level is selected for islanding and non-islanding
discrimination. Discrimination based on a change in magnitude of wavelet coefficient
may lead to nuisance tripping to other transients (load change, capacitor switching, etc.).
Thus, to avoid such situation root mean absolute of second level wavelet coefficient
(RMAC) [209] is used to develop DWT based islanding algorithm, and its flow chart is
shown in Figure A.3.
START
Acquisition & Normalization
of 3-ɸ Voltage signal
Buffer 256 samples
Dyadic analysis filter bank,
db4, 4-Level decomposition
Unbuffered, phase 1,
2nd Level Wavelet coefficient

No

Find RMAC;
If RMAC> 0.05
Yes
Islanding; Disable PWM signal
End, Inverter is Disable
Figure A.0.3 Flow chart of DWT based islanding detection method

A.4 System under investigation
To test the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, the system shown in Figure A.4
(a) and the control topology adopted to generate the PWM signal is shown in Figure A.4
(b). The proposed system is simulated in a MATLAB/Simulink platform. Further, the
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same system has been realised in OPAL-RT platform to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm in real time environment. The system consists of an inverterbased DG, a three-phase RLC load, transformer and the grid. The DG unit contains a
three-phase PWM inverter, DC voltage source of 400V and LCL filter. The islanding is
created with the opening of the grid circuit breaker (CB1).
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Figure A.4 (a) Block diagram of the proposed system
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Figure A.4 (b). PWM generation for Inverter
Figure A.0.4 System configuration and control strategy of inverter

In this system, the voltage signal is sensed at the PCC. RMS and peak value of the
voltage signal is continuously calculated to normalise it to 1V peak–peak such that any
distortion can be reflected in this normalised signal. PLL is used to measure frequency
and phase of normalised voltage. Synchronisation and PWM control estimates required
peak inverter voltage (Vinv peak) and lead angle (δ) using standard power flow theory and
generate a sinusoidal reference signal for PWM pulse generation to control the inverter
output. As presented in Table A.1 gives the full system parameters for this study.
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Table A.1 Parameters of the studied system
Grid Parameters
400 V
50 Hz
Load parameters
Linear Resistive Load
Rated Power =1.4 kW
Load with Qf=1
Rated Active Power =1.4 kW,
Rated Reactive Power=2.8 kVar
Load with Qf=3
Rated Active Power =1.4 kW,
Rated Reactive Power=4.2 kVar
Load with Qf=5
Rated Active Power =1.4 kW,
Rated Reactive Power=7 kVar
Non-Linear
Load Rated Power =0.685 kW
(Rectifier Fed Resistive Resistance =22 
load)
DG parameters
Rated Power
1.4 kW
AC Terminal Voltage
230V per phase
DC Voltage
400V
Filter parameter
L= 15mH/ phase
C=10µF/phase
Line–line voltage
Nominal frequency

A.5 Simulated results with discussion
In this section, DWT and proposed MP method performance are tested based on
simulation results under various scenarios. Table A.2 in the appendix gives a summary
of the power mismatch considered and the estimated transient’s frequency. Individual
cases are elaborated below.

∆Q

Voltage
(pu)

Frequency
(Hz)

Estimated
Transient
Frequency
(Hz)

Close
Power
Mismatch
Large
Power
Mismatch

∆P

Case

Table A.2 Power mismatch and estimated parameters

0.20%

0%

0.996

49.98

4

10.70%

0%

0.903

49.62

3.75

A.5.1 Islanding event of large power mismatch
In this condition, local load demand is 1.55 kW, inverter-based DG supplies 1.4 kW
and the grid supplies rest of the power demand. When the grid is disconnected, there is
150 W negative power mismatch between the load demand and DG which is more than
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10% of the DG power. To check the efficacy of islanding detection methods under this
condition, grid circuit breaker is opened at the instant 0.4 second. This leads to the
formation of islanding situation with large power mismatch. Results of proposed MP
method and DWT in the context of comparative performance are shown in Figure A.5(a)
and A.5(b) respectively.
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Figure A.0.5 Simulation result of large negative power mismatch with (a) proposed MP method (b) DWT
method

From Figure A.5 (a), it is clear that the frequency of the PCC voltage signal starts
decreasing monotonically, and transient frequency estimated by the proposed MP
method lies between the 0 to 5 Hz. Thus, the proposed MP method sends disable signal
to cut-off the supply from DG.
RMAC value determined by the DWT based method also crosses the threshold level
and sends disable signal to stop the supply from DG.
From the results and discussion, it is clear that both techniques are capable to detect
islanding event in case of large power mismatch. It is noteworthy to mention that in the
proposed MP method, the detection time is equal to 0.2 second, which is large as
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compared to DWT based method detection time of 0.05 second as shown in Figure A.5
(a) and A.5(b) of MATLAB simulation result, though both of them comply to the limit
of IEEE Std. 1547 requirement of detection within 2 seconds.

A.5.2 Islanding event of close to zero power mismatch
In this case study inverter-based DG source generates 1.4 kW, which is almost same
as the load demand of 1.402kW. Thus, in this condition, the power mismatch is nearly
zero. To check the efficacy of islanding detection methods under this condition, grid
circuit breaker is opened at the instant 0.4 second. The simulation results of proposed
MP method and DWT are shown in Figure A.6(a) and A.6(b) respectively.
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Figure A.0.6 Simulation result of close to zero power mismatch with (a) proposed MP method
and (b) DWT method

It is reflected from the results, that both techniques are capable of detecting islanding
events. Detection time of the proposed MP and DWT based methods are 0.2 second and
0.07 second. It is noteworthy to mention that detection time of DWT based islanding
detection method increase with the decrease in power mismatch whereas the detection
time of proposed MP method is constant. NDZ of proposed method is equal to 0.18
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percent of active power mismatch because below this level frequency deviation is too
small to cross the threshold of Th1.

A.5.3 Linear Load switching
In this condition, inverter based DG generates 1.4 kW and injects total generated
power to the grid because local load demand is zero. Suddenly, at the instant 0.4 second,
local demand increases to 1.4 kW. This event acts as a transient disturbance to the
system. Simulation results of proposed MP method and DWT for these transient
situations are shown in Figure A.7(a) and A.7(b) respectively. From the result shown in
Figure A.7(a), it is clear that the frequency of the PCC voltage signal starts oscillating
and the transient frequency estimated by the MP method is greater than 10 Hz. Therefore,
DG supply remains enabled. RMAC value of DWT method is also below the preset
threshold value of 0.05. Thus, both techniques are capable of distinguishing this transient
as a non-islanding event.
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Figure A.0.7 load switching (non-islanding event) with (a) proposed MP method and (b) DWT method
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A.5.4 Nonlinear load Switching
In this section, the reliability of the proposed MP method and DWT based islanding
detection method is tested when a nonlinear load is added at the instant 0.4 second. MP
method and DWT in the context of comparative performance are shown in Figure A.8(a)
and A.8(b) respectively. From the results, it is clear that proposed MP technique
outperforms and accurately detects it as a non-islanding event even if the switched load
is nonlinear in nature. Whereas, in the case of DWT method, RMAC value crosses the
threshold level, which leads to mal-operation as shown in Figure A.8 (b). To avoid maloperation, the threshold value of RMAC must be set at a higher level. It is undesirable
to increase the threshold level because it will result in larger NDZ.
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Figure A.0.8 Simulation result of nonlinear load switching with (a) proposed MP method and (b) DWT
method

A.5.5 Capacitor switching
In this case, before the capacitive load switching, DG feeds power to 1.4 kW local
load thus power exchange from the grid is almost negligible (grid current is zero). In the
event of capacitive load switching, power has been drawn from the grid (grid current
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value increases from zero) to meet the additional power requirement of the capacitive
load. To study the efficacy of islanding detection algorithm under such scenario, a 450
VAR of capacitive load is added at the instance 0.4 second, which results in a switching
type non-islanding event. Result in Figure A.9(a) shows that frequency of PCC voltage
signal starts oscillating from the instant 0.4 second and estimated transient frequency is
greater than the Th2. Thus, DG supply remains enabled.
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Figure A.0.9 Capacitor switching (non-islanding event) with (a) proposed MP method and (b) DWT
method

In the case of DWT based method, RMAC value increase from the preset threshold
value of 0.05 as shown in Figure A.9 (b), recognises it as islanding event and disables
the DG power supply. This is a practical case example where the proposed MP method
is more reliable than that of DWT method for proper discrimination between islanding
and non-islanding events. It is noteworthy to mention that 450 VAR capacitive load acts
as a threshold, below which the wavelet based relay, operate perfectly but exhibits maloperation for 450 VAR and above capacitive load switching. This situation occurs
because the energy of the wavelet coefficients are found to be too low to reach the
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threshold 0.05 for cases lower than 450 VAR capacitive load switching. Proposed MP
method has also been tested for different ratings higher and lower than the 450 VAR but
does not show any malfunction.

A.5.6 Effect of grid-voltage harmonics on islanding detection
To demonstrate the effect of grid harmonics effect on the performance of the proposed
MP and DWT based technique an analysis has been presented in this section (Figure
A.10). Grid harmonics can also affect some DWT based technique performance. This is
due to the fact that DWT decomposes the signal in frequency bands as mentioned in
section A.3. In the present study, the d2 level band is used for the islanding detection.
Variation in harmonics component that lies within this frequency band may lead to
malfunctioning of DWT based island detection algorithm. Thus, to check the
performance of DWT and proposed MP method, harmonics of order 13 and 17 are added
to grid voltage at the instance 0.4 seconds. The magnitude of added harmonics is quite
small. It is equal to 0.58 % and 0.68% of the fundamental for harmonics order 13 and 17
respectively, which is much lower than the permissible limit of IEEE Std. 519.
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Figure A.0.10

Effect of 13 and 17 order harmonics on (a) proposed MP method and (b) DWT
method

It is found from Figure A.10(b), RMAC values crosses the set thresholds and interpret
it as islanding event. This situation occurs because the energy of d2 level is increased due
to the addition of harmonics of order 13 and 17. To avoid the malfunction of DWT based
islanding detection technique, it needs a measurement of grid voltage harmonics, and the
threshold has to be appropriately adjusted. It also introduces a remarkable delay for the
regular update of thresholds, which is not a feasible solution. Proposed MP technique
performance is not affected by the harmonics variation. The simulation results are shown
in Figure A.10(a) and A.10 (b) confirm the superiority of the proposed MP technique
over DWT in the presence of grid harmonics.
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Figure A.0.11 Effect of load quality on (a) proposed MP method (b) DWT method

A.5.7 Effect of Load Quality Factor on islanding Detection
Load quality factor also affects the islanding detection. Islanding detection becomes
difficult for the RLC load having quality factor greater than the 2.5 [209]. Proposed MP
and DWT based islanding detection method are tested for three different values of load
quality factor. It can be seen from Figure A.11 that for all the three cases, the proposed
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MP method and DWT method exhibit accurate islanding detection. From Figure A.11(a)
it is clear that as the load quality factor increases, estimated transient’s frequency by MP
method decreases. Thus, load quality factor does not affect the islanding detection
property of the proposed MP method. DWT method also detects the islanding condition
correctly as shown in Figure A.11(b).

A.6 Real-time results with discussion
The proposed system is implemented in RT-LAB simulator (OP5600), which uses
field programmable gate array (FPGA) architecture with Xilinx system generator
toolbox to realise the virtual prototype of the system. The laboratory setup diagram is
shown in Figure A.12. The virtual prototype of the system, which is in ‘software in the
loop (SIL)’ is almost similar to the ‘hardware in the loop (HIL)’ as it is implemented
with the proper delay management of actual signals and control signals. The
communication between CPUs (PC & OPAL-RT) is controlled by the FPGA architecture
and the console PC. All the real-time results obtained from OPAL-RT are scaled down
by 10 in magnitude.
In this section, real-time validation of proposed MP method and its comparison with
wavelet transform is presented for the critical cases such as zero power mismatch (Figure
A.13). Effect of non-linear load variation and presence of grid harmonics are presented
in the Figure A.14, and A.15 respectively.
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Figure A.0.12 Opal- RT laboratory setup

It has been observed from the Figure A.13 (a), islanding detection time of proposed
MP method is reduced to 0.1 second in comparison to detection time of 0.2 second in a
simulated environment. It means the computational burden of proposed method is not
very significant in the OPAL-RT environment. Thus, it is well suited for the real-time
islanding detection. Wavelet based method detection time (0.03 second) in real time also
reduced as compared to the detection time (0.07 second) in simulated case. From the
result shown in Figure A.13, it is clear that both the methods are capable to detect
islanding accurately.

Figure A.13(a)
Figure A.13 (b)
Figure A.0.13 Real-time result of close to zero power mismatch with (a) proposed MP method (b) DWT
method
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Figure A.14 (a)
Figure A.14 (b)
Figure A.0.14 Real time result of the effect of non-linear load (non-islanding event) with (a) proposed MP
method (b) DWT method

From the results shown in Figure A.14 (a)(similar to case study A.5.4 in section A.5
non-linear load switching) and Figure A.15 (a)( similar to case study A.5.5 in section
A.5 presence of voltage harmonics in grid), it is clear that in real time environment,
proposed MP method clearly discriminate these events as non-islanding disturbances and
continues the DG supply. Whereas DWT method shows malfunctions to these events as
shown in Figure A.14(b) and Figure A.15(b) and stops the DG supply.

Figure A.15(a)
Figure A.15 (b)
Figure A.0.15 Real time result of effect of 13 and 17 order harmonics on (a) proposed MP method and (b)
DWT method

A.7 Conclusion
In this research work disturbance transient’s frequency estimation is treated as the
dominant criteria to discriminate islanding and non-islanding events. In the case of
islanding events, frequency variation will monotonically increase or decrease. On the
other hand, in the case of non-islanding events, the frequency will be oscillating in
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nature. This basic difference is exploited with MP algorithm to address the
discrimination between two events. To position the new algorithm in the context of
popular passive methods used, the proposed MP method has been compared with DWT
based technique. In the unusual event of only exact zero power mismatch, it is
acknowledged that this passive MP method may not work alone, but that will be an
extremely rare event. Even for minimal power mismatch (0.2% difference), the
decomposition of signal subspace and noise subspace in the context of frequency
estimation concept is being exploited as the estimation objective which is also suitable
for real-time implementation with the less computational burden. From the presented 7
different case studies, it is concluded that the proposed MP technique in comparison to
the DWT based technique is more robust and does not trigger any mal-operation in the
event of grid harmonic pollution and other non-islanding switching transient cases where
it can affect the grid voltage harmonics. However, detection time (0.2 sec in case of
simulated and 0.1 sec in real-time) is large as compared with DWT based technique, but
then again it is much lower than the IEEE std. 1547 permissible limit of two second.
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Appendix B: Detail Control Technique
of Inverters
B.1 Detail inverter control topology
A detail control technique of the proposed microgrid (MG) inverters are given in this
section. The proposed converter can regulate the system voltage and frequency in
islanded mode with no need to connect another synchronizing converter / generator. In
this proposed control system, the active and reactive power delivered by the converter is
the function of system frequency and voltage. The power sharing of the converter is
achieved by implementing the communication less droop control. Fig. B.1 is showing
the detail control topology of the microgrid inverter when it is operating in the standalone
mode. Whereas the Fig. B.2 is representing the detail control topology of the inverters,
operating in a interconnected mode. The operation of the MG2 inverter is controlled by
the maximum power point controller/ power management controller, which define the
power reference values for the inverter. As shown in the picture, the voltage and
frequency reference for the MG 2 inverter is taken from MG1, which mainly helps to
synchronise the system.
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